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Glossary
Acronyms Explained
ARCs

Appliance Reuse and Recycling Centres

BVPI

Best Value Performance Indicator

CARCs

Civic Amenity and Recycling Centres (Essex term for HWRCs, or CA sites)

ECORRN

Essex Community Reuse and Recycling Network

ExDRA

The Essex Development and Regeneration Agency

FRN

Furniture Reuse Network

FRO

Furniture Reuse Organisation

HWRCs

Household Waste Recycling Centres

ICER

Industry Council for Electrical Equipment Recycling

LA

Local Authority

MSW

Municipal Solid Waste

PAT

Portable Appliance Testing

RoHS

Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances (European Directive)

SEWPF

Strategic Electronic Waste Policy Forum

WEEE

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (and European WEEE Directive)

Terms Explained
ACORN

A Classification Of Residential Neighbourhoods – used to
identify social groups including those likely to need to buy
second hand household items like major appliances

Bulky waste

A bulky waste item comes under schedule 2 of The Controlled
Waste Regulations 1992 which lists the types of household
waste for which a charge for collection may be made.
Paragraphs 1 & 2 state any item that weighs more than 25kg
and/or that is too big to fit into a conventional household bin
can be charged for collection.

Civic Amenity and Recycling Centre Or CA site (CARC)
Civic Amenity & Recycling Centres are operated by the local
Waste Disposal Authority where residents within a specified
area can dispose of their household waste, in particular bulky
waste, free of charge
Compliance schemes

Producer compliance schemes, such as REPIC, will manage
the obligations of those producers who join similarly, the
retailer compliance scheme run by Valpak will manage the
retailer’s take-back obligations for many major retailers.

Community Waste Organisations

Non-profit organisations concerned with the minimisation,
reuse and/or recycling of waste. Some examples include
community recycling companies, furniture reuse projects, paint
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redistribution schemes, computer refurbishment projects and
community composting groups.
Designated Collection Facilities

A designated collection facility refers to a collection point for
waste electrical and electronic equipment. This is commonly
thought to be a civic amenity site, but retailers will be able to
nominate non-CA sites as DCFs.

Retailer take-back

A provision under the WEEE Directive for retailers to provide a
take-back infrastructure for WEEE, either through in-store or
the provision of an alternative option.

Waste arisings

Amount of waste produced in a given area during a given
period of time

Acknowldgements
This reoprt was written with the assistance of Stella Keir and Eric Humphries from Compass IT
Peterbourgher and Neil Carrot of London CRN.
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Executive Summary
The Essex Development and Regeneration Agency (ExDRA) has allocated revenue funding
between 2005 and 2007 to fund the establishment of a new reuse social enterprise(s) and to
deliver employment and training opportunities to those who require additional support or training
and who have difficuty obtaining employment. Funding has also been obtained through the Rural
Renaissance Fund (RRF) which has awarded Workskills (Essex) funding for this feasibility study.
The main aim of this report was to undertake a feasibility study into the establishment of a new
Essex social enterprise, sorting and processing Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment
(WEEE) whilst also offering employment and training opportunities to significanlty disadvantaged
people. A revenue grant has already been secured to fund 69 new training positions by June 2007.
This feasibility study will also identify how best to develop a new social enterprise aimed at
providing a purpose-built training centre to provide the necessary support, equipment and
placements to meet this aim.
The feasibility study covers the catchment area of Essex, excluding Thurrock and Southend- onsea, however, for strategic reasons these regions have been included in the study as they will be a
source for WEEE and will make up part of the market for refurbished appliances.
Parallel to this study, Essex County Council has also commissoned research into increased bulky
waste diversion of furniture and WEEE. The report seeks to integrate its analysis with this wider
study, to develop viable social enterprise activity and effective partnerships with local councils.
One of the objectives of the study is to determine the prefered option for developing an Appliance
Reuse and Recycling Centre (ARC) for the processing of WEEE in Essex. Appendix 1 outlines a
fuller summary of the brief for this project. The following three options are examined in detail;
1) Develop a single new central ARC in Essex
2) Identify one existing community waste project to expand into an ARC
3) Identify three existing community waste projects (one based in the East, West and
South of Essex) and expand each into ARCs
Recommended option
Section 10 examines these options in more detail. This study has concluded that the best option
for achieving the objectives of the brief is to identify the three high performing existing community
waste projects and assist those willing to proceed to develop businesses plans to expand into an
ARC. The reasons this was the preferred option over the other two is because a single ARC, or
simple project would:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not be sufficient to meet the supply and demand needs for Essex
Involve high capital costs and transport logistics
Be limiting in the number of trainees as well as employees it could attract
Require a new business, major new investment and set-up delays
Limit the reach into the community to source and sell materials, and limit the
number of placements and jobs available throughout Essex
Be limiting in its ability to link and work in partnership with both councils and with
other community waste projects dealing in smaller quantities of WEEE
May not be sustainable in the long-term. Having other ARC sites will allow the risk
to be spread over three sites and also specialisation into particular types of WEEE
and/or targeting of markets for ressale.
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Other key findings of the study
Other key findings of the study include:
•

There is an estimated 15,000 to 25,000 tonnes of electrical and electronic products
that can be recovered and processed for resale in Essex

•

It is estimated that between 30% and 36% of WEEE discarded through CA sites and
bulky waste collections is potentially reusable (or a mean of 33%)

•

There are 104,947 Essex housesholds that fall into (Category 5 of ACORN the
social group likely to buy second-hand due to their limited income) which will
represent a significant segment of the market for the sale of reusable WEEE

•

There are currently 13 active community waste organistions already processing
small amounts of reuseable WEEE in Essex. Three have been identified as strong
projects with the capacity to expand into ARCs and support this initiative

•

There is good opportunity to access WEEE through Business-2-Business (B2B)
supplies and council waste collection services

•

Constant delays in implementating the WEEE Directive, has created uncertainties
and risks regarding how WEEE will be managed. This has impacted on the
outcomes of this research. Some of the with these uncertainties are examined in
section 8

The study area has been split into three sub-regions. There is a clear rational for splitting Essex
into three catchment areas, these include:
•

Essex County Council has been split into three sub-regions in the planning of future
waste/recycling collection arrangements and partnerships between the councils

•

Each area has a different community of interest i.e. how far people travel to shop or
work

•

Essex Community Reuse and Recycling Network (ECORRN) have identified these subregions in an earlier reuse analysis as being appropriate in planning wider reuse
opportunities

’Taking This Project Forward’
The preferred option is to seek local formal agreements to develop preferably three existing
community waste projects into ARCs, one in each of three Essex sub-regions. This involves
discussing the potential, and seeking a clear commitment from the three projects. The identified
potential lead projects are:
•

Tendring Reuse Employment Enterprise (TREE) in the East

•

Lighthouse Furniture in the West, and

•

Second Generation in the South

The next stage is to seek the relevant managements response to this report and their decision as
to whether they are in principle committed to expand as proposed by the report. Each organisation
will need to take ownership of this aspect of the project in order for it to go forward.
Further targeted local analysis and business planning for each of these projects needs to be
undertaken individually to determine that they have the commitment and capacity, as well as the
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potential to secure initial capital funding and the means to expand and build on their current
business base.
Each organisation needs first to be approached in a formal manner to ascertain their interest in
expanding into significant WEEE processing/resale. At this stage, only Lighthouse Furniture has
formally expressed an interest in processing large electrical appliances. This will not be an
exclusive process and other potential projects will also be included in the three area dialogues, as
will councils and key stakeholders in the three areas.

Areas requiring further analysis/detailed business planning once lead projects have
agreed to proceed
To supplement and support the recommendation of this report, additional local research needs to
be carried out in 2006. This research was not included in this report, as it cannot be completed at
this stage due to limited resources. We were also limited by not being able to recruit a specialist
ARC manager to the research team despite advertising in both 2005 and early 2006, largely due to
the fact that there are only 6 or 7 such specialists in the UK and all were otherwise committed.
However, this research can still be carried out by the individual projects, coordinated as necessary
by ECORRN and Workskills, during 2006, and starting with a meeting with the lead projects.
The areas that require further study, once the individual projects have agreed to be lead projects,
include:
1) Each of the three lead projects would need to undertake an initial feasibility study on their
potential viability, followed by discussions and further assessment of the three existing reuse
projects to determine their capacity to expand into an ARC.
2) Local revenue forecasting for the potential three ARCs including:
•

•

•

Annual financial/revenue budget for operating ARCs in specific
projects/locations/buildings, and the revenue support needed in Year One adapting data
from recently established ARCs elsewhere in the UK
Costs of processing major appliances with product sourced from bulky waste and
business sources in their immediate locality e.g. electric cookers, washing machines
and fridges. Including logistic costs of collection/distribution
Market and sales price analysis for second hand major appliances within the immediate
and wider catchment area of lead projects, and any forecasts for the future including
forecasts of recycling income, linked to landfill costs in the three locations and
catchments.

3) Potential capital needs for either converting current premises at the three organisations or
additional new nearby premises to house a medium sized ARC i.e. for a catchment of 250,000
to 400,000 people (with potentially 3 such ARCs for Essex). Focusing on the major appliances,
purchase and/or leasing, costing and funding to assist a capital bid proposal including:
a) Likely additional premises size /type?
b) Processing equipment needs/cost and storage/building fit-out
c) Typical transport/logistics needs, linking site location to sources/destinations of
refurbished product
4. Risk analysis projections for an ARC project for period 2006 to 2010
5. Confirmation on the data collected about each reuse project’s strengths and weaknesses as
outlined in section 10
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6. Assessment of initial capital and first year revenue funding requirements and identification of
sources/probability of securing required resources
7. Subject, to 1) to 6) generating clear signals and support to proceed, Business Plans for the
three existing reuse projects identified as possible locations for locating new ARCs
8. Analysis of competition with no deposit low cost new products, and existing reuse and repair
markets (private and community sector) within the vicinity of planned project(s), and additional
target markets e.g. potential to open/work with existing second hand outlets in other
communities in their part of Essex where there is a high percentage of people needing low cost
appliances.
9. Updated information on WEEE regualations and its impact on each ARCs operations. While we
can model on relatively pessimistic information about the impact of planned WEEE regulations
and wider waste regulations affecting community waste organsiations, there are aspects of the
business plans, for the proposed ARCs, which will need to take into acccount the final version
of the WEEE Regulations
10. Any legal requirements for operating an ARC such as Carriers Licenses for hazardous waste
and other waste management licenses.
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1. Introduction
This feasibility study examines the need for and potential location for either a new social enterprise
or enterprises or to further develop an exisitng community waste project(s) within Essex. The new
social enterprise(s) will be built around a central Appliance Reuse Centre (ARC). An ARC will be
used to collect, assess, repair, refurbish, recycle and reprocess redundant and end-of-life domestic
appliances such as, large white goods, and small electrical appliances. It will also provide training
and personal development to disadvantaged people. This study examines current markets for and
the supply of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) to determine the best
option/location for a new ARC, processing WEEE for reuse and related training in Essex.
The aims of Essex ARC project(s) are to:
•
•

•
•

•

•

Be viable business(es), with the potential also to be viable in the medium term in an
uncertain market
Be a core training facility in the refurbishment and recycling of electrical and
electronic equipment for disadvantaged people, including wider links to employment
training, health and safety, basic skills and IT
Operate a production facility, with outputs and sales targets, whilest balancing
training and personal development programmes
Redistribute quality white goods, including sales to low-income households and to
the wider public e.g. people operating rental property, registered social landlords,
council housing departments etc.
Provide an environmentally sustainable and socially responsible alternative to
landfill for disposing of electrical waste, diverting waste items to reuse and recycling
a high percentage of the residue
Meet all regulatory requirements and wider obligations including Health & Safety
requirements, quality employment practices, internal processes, quality
management etc.
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2. Scope and ARC Concept
This section outlines what an Appliance Reuse and Recycling Centre(ARC) is, the catchment area
of the report, the economic, social and environmental beneftis of ARCs and the training outcomes.

2.1 Outline of ARC concept
ARCs are purpose built facilities for handling WEEE. Their purpose can range from operating as
storage and bulking waste areas for WEEE collection services or carrying out reprocessing of
items for reuse. They can take on various roles depending on their sizes and level of specialisation
e.g. what range of appliances they process. ARC facilities can be utilised as:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Facilities which generally target large electrical kitchen applicances – cookers,
washing machines and fridges where selected items, unwanted by households and
business, have at least 3 to 5 years further life, without excess refurbishment costs
Having the capacity to sort mixed but usually pre-selected product loads and
consolidate the WEEE into batched categories for reprocessing purposes
Consolidating transport via larger containers and vehicles
Pre-treating certain products prior to being delivered to other specialist WEEE
reprocessors’ facilities
Taking on even greater level of services to fulfil producer responsibility, where
funding from the product source is available
Regional processing/warehousing linked to local sales outlets - regional
refurbishing/product storage and distribution to other groups for resale
Particular opportunities for smaller or more local or larger retailers looking for a local
solution to collect or receive their WEEE take-backs, as TREE in Essex are
developing with electrical retailers McCulloughs
Bulking up points for the Business to Business (B2B) WEEE Compliance Schemes.

The type of operation and set up of an ARC by a reuse organisation will depend on the scope and
priorities of the project, the commitment, level of skill and competency of the management team as
well as their ability to manage contracts, run collections schedules, manage warehouse operations
and show duty of care to supply reusable products to the public.
There are a number of ARCs already operating throughout the UK including:
•
•
•
•

Compass at Peterborough, who have contributed to this report
Croydon
Worcestershire ARC
Sofa at Avonmouth, Bristol.

2. 2 Population, catchment area and number of households in Essex
This study covers a total population of 1.31 million people and an area of 350 999 hectares. It
includes the area of Essex County pre-council reorganisation and includes the twelve District
Councils and the two unitary Boroughs of Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock. For a breakdown of
total population, number of households and area in hectares see Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates the
location of each District and Borough council included in the study. Although the two unitary
Boroughs fall outside Essex and the area covered by revenue funding already secured, for
strategic reasons these Boroughs have been included in this study. This is because materials will
flow in from these areas and they will also make up part of the market of re-saleable WEEE.
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Table 1 Population And Catchment Area of The Study

Authority

Population Area (Hectares)

Households

Chelmsford

157,072

33,877

64,188

Colchester

155, 796

33,908

63,491

Maldon

59,418

35,878

24,189

Tendring

138,539

33,758

61,411

Braintree

132,179

61,171

54,332

Brentwood

68,456

15,312

28,767

Epping Forest

120,896

33,899

50,590

Harlow

78,768

3,054

33,185

Uttlesford

68,608

64,118

27,389

Basildon

165,668

11,002

69,207

Castle Point

86,608

4,508

35,279

Rochford

78,489

16, 949

32,407

Southend on Sea

160,257

4,176

70,978

Thurrock

143,128

16,338

58,458

Total

1310835

350 999

673,858

Population data Source: 2001 Census data- National Statistics website www.statistics.gov.uk
accessed 11th January 2004. Area and Households source: December 2004, 'Analysis of the
Composition of Waste Arising in Essex 2004', M.E.L Research Limited 2004, hence with referred
to as the MEL Report 2004.
The population projection for 2006-2021 for Essex including Thurrock and Southend is 1,654,000
based on 2001 census off the Office of National Statistics website.
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Figure 1 Map Of Study Catchment Area- Including Council Boundaries

Source: Essex County Council website www.essexcc.gov.uk
For the purposes of this feasibility study, the catchment area has been divided up into three subregions - East, West and South Essex . Figure 2 shows a map of Essex and the three boundaries
of each sub -region.
The adoption of three sub-regions relate to the current distribution of reuse organisations across
Essex. Each area has a proposed ‘lead reuse project’ that can work with the ARC or develop into
ARCs themselves to recover WEEE, deliver and/or provide training.
These sub-regions have also been adopted to recognise that:
•

There are distinct sub-regions/communities within Essex

•

These three sub-regions have been adopted, with some potential for variation, by
Essex councils in the planning of future waste/recycling collection arrangements and
partnerships between the councils in each area

•

Essex, with its large area and population can be planned Essex-wide, but for this study
it also benefits from sub-region analysis e.g. the benefit of not moving large WEEE right
across the county for processing and then back across the county for sale

•

Essex Community Reuse and Recycling Network (ECORRN) have identified these subregions in an earlier reuse analysis as being appropriate in planning wider reuse
opportunities.
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Figure 2 Map Of Essex Divided Up Into 3 Sub-regions

The white place labels marked on the map above are the locations of the projects detailed in this
report, these include:
•

Hamelin Trust- Rochford/Southend

•

Lighthouse – Brentwood

•

Rainbow Services- Harlow

•

Second Generation- Grays

•

Tendring Reuse Employment Enterprise (TREE)- Clacton

•

Farleigh- Chelmsford

2.3 Economic, social and envirnmental benefits of ARCs
Sustainable development implies that social, economic and environmental objectives can – and
should – be delivered together. Community waste projects offer great opportunities to deliver
sustainable best practice and make significant contributions to the social, environmetal and
economic welfare of the community (Larkin and Sharp 2003). The ARCs proposed can potentially
become centres of sustainable best practice by targeting:
•

Environmental outcomes- the diversion of waste from landfill through schemes
leading to reuse of items such as white goods. Managing waste without the need for
large infrastructure that may add pressure to the environment such as large recycling
plants and collection systems. The ARCs will act as education centres for the public
about sustainable waste management.

•

Socio-economic outcomes- the provision of jobs, training and locally rooted economic
development especially for areas with pockets of depravation. The ARCs will also act
as a resource for low-income families by supplying low-cost refurbished electrical
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goods.
•

Community particpation outcomes- The ARCs will provide an outlet for volunteer
activity. The ARCs themselves will be managed by a Board of Directors or
management committee who will be selected from within the local community.The
ARCs may get involved with other acitvities that engage the wider community such as
working with schools, they can also provide opportuities for the development of closer
relationships with the members of the community in which they operate.

2.4 Training outcomes
The main aim of this report is to determine the best option for developing an ARC or ARCs that will
provide workplace-training placements for 69 programme members. The programme members will
be involved in some type of training leading to a qualification (the training type was not specified in
the brief).
The advantages of using the community waste sector projects to offer accredited training instead
of corporate institutions is that, the majority of the work placements will be people referred to the
project from supporting agents (e.g. women’s centre, drug or alcohol abuse, physical and mental
disabilities, or new arrivals) or are local volunteers. The individuals are able to gain more support
and capacity building from the project, which will enable them to expand into training and further
progress into employment.
The ARCs would be able to provide training from several sources however, support needed and
the issues arising from working with the disadvantage client group would suggest that the open
college network would offer a more flexible approach to learning in two ways:
1) By providing a mechanism which enables courses to be specifically written to target skill
gaps not already provided by other training suppliers, examples of courses written by other
ARCs include, IT dismantling, electrical fault finding and diagnostics, electrical repair, and
IT refurbishment, all are at a level which matches the client group while still providing a
development pathway.
2) Where as most other training providers are accredited by NVQ or City Guild qualifications
requiring structured course time with little flexibility, the courses offered by other ARCs e.g.
Compass IT, allow individuals to progress at their own pace whilst having an overall
support structure to encourage completion. For example, where a client is suffering alcohol
related issues they are able to repeatedly return and with integrated support and ultimately
succeed in completing their training not withstanding intervening recurring drink problems.
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3. The WEEE Directive
This section defines what the WEEE Directive is, its aims and objectives and the Furniture Reuse
Networks (FRNs) position on the WEEE regulations.
The European Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive has been
developed because Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) has been identified as one the
fastest growing waste stream in the EU.
According to the Industry Council for Electrical Equipment Recycling (ICER) EEE constitutes 4% of
municipal waste today and is increasing by 16% to 28% every five years – three times as fast as
the growth of municipal waste (1 million tonnes EEE per year) (ICER). In response, the EU
introduced the following directives, which became law from 13 February 2003:
•

Directive 2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 January
2003 on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)

•

Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament of the Council of 27 January 2003 on
the Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances (RoHS)

Together these Directives aim to:
• Reduce the amount of WEEE disposed of through landfill or incineration
• Encourage producers to arrange for collection and recycling of WEEE
• Encourage manufacturers to focus on better design leading to reuse, minimisation and
recycling
Accompanying the WEEE Directive is the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive,
which restricts the use of certain heavy metals and brominated flame retardants to reduce the
environmental impact of WEEE which is landfilled or incinerated.
These directives have been developed around the extended producer responsibility principal. In
order to comply with the legislation, producers of EEE will need to consider the entire life cycle of
electrical and electronic products, including the product's ability to be upgraded and repaired, its
durability, disassembly and the use of easily recycled materials. The WEEE Regulations aims are
further explained in Figure 3.
The WEEE Regulations require retailers to provide a free take-back of WEEE from householders
and to actively encourage householders to separate WEEE from their normal waste streams and
dispose of it in the spirit of the Regulations. Producers or compliance schemes for which they
become members, must arrange for free-of-charge collections of WEEE from Designated
Collection Facilities (DCFs).
There are ten product categories which are covered by the WEEE and RoHS Directives, which are
set out in Annex 1B of the WEEE Directive. It is important to note that this list is not exhaustive and
is only an indicative of the products which shall be taken into account. There is therefore
considerable discussion as to what is or is not included. However, if a product does not fall within
these indicative lists, it is not captured under the WEEE and RoHS Directives.
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Product Categories and Minimum End-of-life Re-use, Recycling and Recovery Targets Set
by the WEEE Directive. Table 1
Product category (1)
WEEE reuse and
WEEE
(NB. See Annex 1B of the WEEE Directive
recycling targets recovery target
for full list of items in each category)
1. Large household appliances (e.g.
fridges, washing machines, electric ovens)

75%

80%

2. Small household appliances (e.g.
vacuum cleaners, toasters, irons, clocks,
scales)

50%

70%

3. IT and Telecommunication equipment
(e.g. computers, photocopiers, telephones)

65%

75%

4. Consumer equipment (e.g. televisions,
video recorders, Hi-fi equipment)

65%

75%

5. Lighting equipment (e.g. fluorescent
lamps, discharge lamps)

80%

N/A

6. Electrical and electronic tools (e.g.
drills, sewing machines, lawnmowers)

50%

70%

7. Toys, leisure and sports equipment
(e.g. video games and consoles, train sets)

50%

70%

8. Medical equipment systems (e.g.
radiotherapy equipment, pulmonary
ventilators)

No targets set at No targets set
present (3)
at present (3)

9. Monitoring and control equipment
(e.g. thermostats, control panels)

50%

70%

10. Automatic dispensers (e.g. drinks
machines)

75%

80%

Figure 3 Aims of the WEEE Regulation
“The WEEE Directive aims to prevent WEEE arising, to encourage reuse, recycling
and recovery of WEEE and to improve the environmental performance of all
operators involved in the lifecycle of electrical and electronic equipment, especially
those dealing with WEEE. The Directive sets requirements relating to criteria for
the collection, treatment, recycling and recovery of WEEE. It makes producers
responsible for financing most of these activities; retailers/distributors also have
responsibilities in terms of the take-back of WEEE and the provision of certain
information. Private householders are to be able to return complete WEEE without
charge”.
Source DTI WEEE Regulation Guidance Notes- Consultation Draft July 2004

3.1. WEEE Directive update
The UK Government has constantly delayed the implementation of the WEEE Directive it was due
to have come into force at the end of December 2005 but have since been suspended . The delay,
announced on the 15th December by the Department of Trade and Industry, will allow for a new
review of the impending WEEE regulations. This may not see the WEEE Regulations come into
force until early 2007. This has restricted the development of the wider WEEE reuse project’s and
created greater difficulties and uncertainties, including with the ExDRA project and this research.
Figure 4 contains weblinks to the most recent consultation documents as at March 2006 and the
Draft WEEE Regulation 2004. Later readers of this report will need to check other elements on
these websites for updates.
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Figure 4 WEEE Regulation Consultation Papers- as found on DEFRAs website
Consultation Document
Annex A- Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (Waste
Management Licensing) England and Wales Regulation 2005
Annex B - Guidance on Best Available Treatment, Recovery and
Recycling Techniques

Annex C - Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA)
WEEE Regulations Guidance Notes Consultation Draft 2004
These documents can be found at:
www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/weee-article6/

With the implementation of new Producer Responsibility Regulations, the management of WEEE
will be radically altered from the current infrastructure. These changes will enable all interested
parties to review their operating procedures to meet the challenges of collecting and repairing
WEEE for reuse. This will also affect Local Authorities (LAs) as the disposal and collection route
for WEEE will also change. Local Authorities that wish to have WEEE collected from their Civic
Amenity sites (CA) must have these sites registered as a ‘Designated Collection Facility’ (DCF)
and will be required to make changes to the sites to allow for the collection and segregation of
WEEE. Essex County Council is hoping to have all its CA sites become DCFs.
A code of practice is being prepared to offer guidance to Producers and their collection agents on
how to manage WEEE collections at CA sites. According to the Furniture Reuse Network (FRN) a
code of practice should:
•
•
•
•

meet relevent Agency licensing/exemption requirements under general waste
legislation
Provide hard-standing and weatherproof covering for appropriate areas
Give prioirty to reuse of whole EEE appliances, and this should be facilitated where
possible
Enable WEEE to be collected in 5 streams these include:
1) Large household appliances (Catergory 1) other than appliances containing
refrigerents subject to the Ozone-Depleting Substances Regulation
2) Appliances in catergory 1 containing ozone-depleting substances
3) TVs and monitors
4) Lighting
5) All other WEEE

•
•

This means being able to accomodate if required containers, of a size and type
appropriate to the site, for 1 to 5 or containers for 1 and 2
Where this is not possible because of the size, operational requirements, layout or
accesability of the site, fewer streams may be collected, provided that:
1) Streams should not be mixed;
2) Sites able to receive the other catergories form the public are within a
reasonable distance in the WDA area, or
3) Streams may be mixed, so long as 3 and 4 remain separate from other
streams and each other.

The FRN’s position is to support reuse over recycling or landfilling as it not only provides
employment opportunities in the refurbishment of these items, but it is better for the environment to
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reuse than recycle. Energy and resources are required to recycling items and this often includes
pollutation as an output of the process. Appendix 2 provides a summary of the FRN’s position and
current assumptions about the proposed WEEE Regulations.
This new delay also means that any alterations to Civic Amenity sites (including the proposed
British Retail Consortium funding of £6,000 per site1) or to bulky waste collection services for the
collection of WEEE for reuse will not happen until Local Authorities are required to under the
WEEE Directive, and clear funding e.g. from retailers in line with producer responsibility is made
available. It also means that there is much uncertanity over how WEEE will be managed by both
councils and businesses over the next year, and after the WEEE Regulations come into force.
This has necessitated, for the purposes of this feasibility study a number of assumptions to be
made. The risks associated with the WEEE Directives are outlined later in the report.

1

The British Retail Consortium has established a civic amenity site (CA) upgrade fund for local Authorities to access. The upgrade fund
consists of a one-off payment of between £5,000 and £6,000 per CA site. This will allow for the capital upgrade of CA sites, making
them suitable for the collection of the WEEE waste stream. Upgrade related activities are likely to include site signage, hard
standing and weatherproofing, however, each site will be able to direct funding towards the most appropriate channels to facilitate
the reception of WEEE collection (British Retail Consortium website www.brc.org.uk).
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4. Sources of WEEE – Understanding Overall Flows
This section discusses how much WEEE is available through the domestic waste stream and how
the community waste sector can gain access to this material.
Currently, a large proportion of household WEEE is sent to landfill via council CA sites, bulky waste
collection services and through residential domestic waste bins. This is partly because the WEEE
Regulations have not come into force and Council’s have not been required to do more to recover
WEEE.
Across the UK an estimated 1 million items of WEEE are reused annually. Over 600,000 products
were refurbished by four major community sector organisations in 2003 (ICER Update 2005).
Some WEEE is also reused by people passing on old electrical appliances such as TVs and white
goods to members of their families and friends or kept at home as spares. However, eventually this
material will end up in the domestic waste stream at the end of its life. A large proportion of white
goods such as fridges are recycled through council services, however, items that are not recycled,
or passed on to an organisation for reuse will go to landfill. Figure 5 illustrates the current disposal
routes of domestic WEEE in the UK.
The accepted sources of WEEE arising in likely decision order by household include:
1. Faulty goods/ Goods under warranty returned to the shop or distributor
2. Collected by retailer direct from householder when new goods are purchased e.g.
new for old fridge collections
3. Returned by consumer to retailer at end of life e.g. retailer mobile phone take-back
schemes
4. Given away to friends etc.
5. Given to charity shop or local furniture project
6. Sold as second-hand via newspapers & magazines or second-hand shops
7. Collected directly from households through separate Local Authority bulky waste
collections service
8. Taken to CA sites, also known as Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC)
9. Collected in Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) stream
10. Collected directly from households by scrap man, (now rare) etc
11. Dumped/ fly tipped otherwise discarded
12. Industry sends direct to recycler
13. Waste management companies segregate WEEE and send to specialised re
processor
Source: Enviros June 2002
Not all sources of WEEE will be looked at in this study only the following will be examined closer:
•

Given to charity shops or a local furniture project

•

Collected directly from households through separate Local Authority bulky waste
collections services

•

Taken to CA sites, also known as Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC)

•

Collected in Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) stream

To supply the ARC(s) operation reusable WEEE will be sourced from both council collected waste
and business-to-business (B2B) waste. A smaller proportion will also come from donations
collected direct from the public. WEEE from council waste will be sourced via CA sites and Council
bulky waste collection services. However, the majority of quality reusable WEEE will be sourced
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from B2B schemes, direct from local businesses, major retailers of white goods and any electrical
appliance distributors in the area (see section 5).
Figure 5 Current WEEE Disposal Routes For Municipal Solid Waste In The UK

Source: Adapted from Bridgewater and Anderson 2003

4.1 Overall household waste WEEE flows in Essex
Essex County Council provides 23 Civic Amenity Sites and Recycling Centres (CARC's) (formally
known as Civic Amenity sites) throughout the county, Thurrock has one site (and a second
planned) and Southend-on-Sea has two. All councils have been required to collect items which
contain ozone depleting substances such as, refrigerators and freezers since the Ozone Depleting
Substances Regulation 2037/2000, came into force on 1st January 2002. The new Hazardous
Waste Regulations that came into force in July 2005, now also require potentially hazardous items
containing cathode ray tubes (CRTs) such as computer monitors and televisions to be collected
separately. These items are collected via CA sites and through council bulky waste collection
services.
Currently, all hazardous WEEE received by non-unitary Waste Collection Authorities (WCA's) i.e.
Fridges and CRTs, are consigned by Essex County Council under a contract to Technowaste,
based in Basildon. Technowaste recycle a high percentage of this material and they also carry a
very small amount for reuse, however, there is no data available on how much reuse is carried out
or where or how the items are reused.
It should be noted that although a large percentage of items containing a high metal content are
currently recycled, particularly through CA sites, it is widely accepted, to be better environmentally,
economically and in social returns to reuse items. Reuse of fridges and hazardous items will also
save councils money - avoiding rising unit costs for recycling/disposal and reducing disposal of
units by extending product life.
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4.2 Bulky waste collection services as WEEE sources
Bulky waste collections are potentially fruitful sources of reusable WEEE, particularly the elements
with greatest potential - large kitchen appliances - in comparison to CA sites; this is because:
• A lower percentage is currently both recycled or reused
• Mixed loads currently go straight to landfill
• There is less cherry picking by contractors/staff than happens at CA sites
• Incentives can be provided to households via variable collection charges, to
separate potentially reusable items.
At present, all of the Waste Collection Authorities (WCAs) in Essex provide bulky waste collection
services either as free or charged services to their residents. The bulky waste policy adopted by
the council has a large affect on bulky waste, as it can limit the amount and type of bulky waste
collected. Table 2 details each council’s bulky waste collection policy including the total quantity of
waste collected during 2003/04. Currently none of the bulky waste collection services are carried
out by the community reuse sector. With the exception of refrigerators, CRTs, some scrap metal
and paper and cardboard all the material collected is sent to landfill. Appendix 3 summarises in
more detail the type of bulky waste collection services provided and the relationship each council
has with the community reuse sector.
Bulky waste collection services are carried out by either a private contractor or by the councils inhouse. Each District Council manages its own contract and because of this the contracts expiry
dates vary. Table 3 details the current expiry date of each council's bulky waste collection
contract.
One effective way for community waste projects or the ARC to access reusable WEEE from
council bulky waste collections is through winning a District council’s collection contract or part of a
collection contract. However, this can only happen when existing contracts expire and new tenders
are called (unless a council is willing to alter an existing contract before it is expired). The ARC
also needs to be set up, operating at a high standard and able to deliver on the council’s
expectations before it can be considered as a likely tender applicant.
The responses summarised in table 3 show that three councils will have contracts ending in
2008/09 and four will be ending during 2006/07. The operators of any new ARC will need to be up
and running and ready to enter discussions/tenders with the three councils whose contracts end in
2008/09.
The operators of the ARC do not necessarily have to bid to run the entire bulky waste collections
from a council to access the reusable WEEE. There is a range of ‘interaction levels’ that ARC
operators can enter into with councils to gain access to this material. Section 4.4 of this report
explains the interaction levels in detail.
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Table 2 Current District/Unitary Council Bulky Collection Waste Policies
Authority

Tonnes
2003/04

EAST
Chelmsford

505

Tonnes
per
household
0.01

Colchester

30

<0.01

Maldon
180
Tendring
806
Braintree
906
WEST
418
Brentwood
Epping Forest
880
Harlow
2000
Uttlesford
598
SOUTH
1424
Basildon
Castle Point
625
Rochford
651
Southend on Sea
494
Thurrock
1810
TOTAL FOR
11327
ESSEX
Source: MEL Report 2004

Policy

£18.60 for five items: £12.50 per fridge or freezer

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

£25/2 items, fridge £20 other white goods £10 per
2 items
£17.63 for up to three items then case by case
£17 for three items then case by case
£23.50 for up to six items
£12 for two items, £6 per item thereafter

0.02
0.06
0.02
0.02

1-3 items £22, 4-7 £27, 7-10£37, 10-15 £45
Free for up to two items, more not collected
Free unlimited collections
Free up to five items, more not collected

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.02

Free to OAPs, £25 for up to five items
Free for up to three items then case by case
Contractor quotes for each request
£12 for up to three items, £21 for up to 10

Table 3 Councils Current Bulky Waste Contract Expiry Dates
Contractor or
Authority
Contract expiry date
in house
EAST
Chelmsford
Colchester
Maldon
Tendring
WEST
Braintree
Brentwood
Epping Forest
Harlow

Onyx UK
In house
st

Onyx UK

Uttlesford
SOUTH
Basildon
Castle Point
Rochford
Southend on Sea

st

31 Dec 2006

1 October 2009
2007
New contract to be let in
2006 for 5 years

In house
31/03/2008
Cory
Environmental

April 2008

Thurrock

Source: Survey of Councils in January 2006 - Marcelle Psaila

4.3 Civic Amenity Sites as sources of WEEE
CA sites present a good opportunity to source potentially reusable WEEE for the ARC. Under the
WEEE Directive, CA sites will be an integral part of the WEEE infrastructure for both householders
and retailers to access. This is because the community already views CA sites as places to drop
off waste free of charge and there is a comprehensive network of CA sites across the country.
CA sites however will not automatically become WEEE collection sites. According to the Strategic
Electronic Waste Policy Forum (SEWPF), Working Paper (SEWPF, 2004) each LA will be required
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to register with the National Clearing House (NCH) to become a Designated Collection Site (DCS).
Site restrictions and the final outcome of the WEEE regulations will partly determine if a CA site
can become a Designated Collection Site. It is intended that all of the CA sites throughout Essex
will become DCFs. Appendix 4 illustrates some of the factors affecting whether a CA site can be
part of the WEEE collection infrastructure.
Currently, either Cleanaway Limited or Premier Recycling manages all the CA sites in Essex.
These contracts are due to end in June 2007 with a possible extension to 2009. The Southend-onSea CA site contract operations end April 2008.
There is an opportunity for the ARC operators to enter into contracts either with Essex County
Council, Thurrock or Southend or as sub-contractors to clear CA sites of reusable WEEE. As
discussed earlier, for this to happen, the ARC operators must be up and running with a proven
track record and they must be ready to bid for contracts when they come up. However, like
accessing reusable WEEE from bulky waste collection services, there are differing levels of
intervention that can be entered into by ARC operators without having to run a full collection
service.

4.4 Intervention levels for reuse organisations to access items for reuse
There are a number of different ways the ARC or other Community Waste Organisations (CWOs)
can obtain reusable WEEE through council's bulky waste collection services or direct from CA
sites. This is best illustrated in Table 4, which outlines the different levels of arrangement reuse
organisations can have with councils to access materials. The arrangements vary from level 1,
council call-centres referring residents to CWOs to level 5 CWOs taking over bulky waste
collections for councils.
The stages in this table can also be applied to CA site clearance contracts. Appendix 5
summarises the stages of intervention (from 1 to 5) that progressively increase the percentage of
bulky waste or WEEE diverted from both household bulky waste collections and CA sites.
Table 4 The Options Of Intervention For Bulky Waste Reuse And Recycling.
Option
Type
Details
1

Working
alongside

2

Cherry
picking

3

Re-use
stream

4

One or
more waste
stream(s)

5

All bulky
waste

Call centre refers callers with items for re-use
directly to FRO*. Often also joint publicity.
Sometimes formal recognition through an SLA
LA sorts items from collections and delivers to FRO
or FRO clears/cherry picks collected goods at
depot.
FRO picks up all re-usable bulky items, working
closely with the council. This usually involves one
joint booking system. The FRO acknowledged
through a contract or SLA, and usually payment.
FRO picks up one or more waste stream(s) (e.g.
fridges or wood), and may also pick up re-usable
bulky items. This option represents a change from
the FRO dealing solely with re-usable items, to
dealing with waste. The various types of waste
licenses (e.g. waste carrier’s licence, waste
management licence) therefore need to be
considered.

Increasing
partnership
working

FRO picks up ALL bulky waste

* FRO refers to Furniture reuse organisation- A type of Community Waste Organisation
Source: Table sourced from ‘Bulky waste collections maximising re-use and recycling step-by-step
guide’ by Charlotte Cameron-Beaumont and Caroline Lee-Smith, based on original analysis by
Lewis Herbert, WasteWISE.
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The level at which a community waste organisation can operate at depends on its capacity,
aspirations and scope of operations. One possible outcome of this feasibility study is for the ARC
to operate as a hub to receive WEEE from surrounding CWOs that can carry out collections of
WEEE at one of the 5 levels of operation as stated above. Alternatively, the ARC can set up as a
separate organisation that can operate at one of the five levels mentioned in table 4 to acquire
WEEE for processing.
However, before CWOs including the ARC’s operations formally or informally gain access to
WEEE from council CA sites or bulky waste collection services, the existing contracts need to
either come to an end and/or be altered. Community waste organisations may be invited to tender
for these services and to do so they will need to work to high standards in customer services,
material processing and have the capacity and resources to meet council’s requirements to deliver
a quality service.

4.5 Quantifying household waste WEEE generated in Essex
This study estimates that there is between 15 000 and 25 000 tonnes of domestic WEEE produced
annually across Essex including Southend and Thurrock. Of this it is estimated that between 4950
and 8250 tonnes is potentially reusable.
However, there is no real data to verify these figures, as councils do not keep records of
tonnage/items of WEEE collected except for refrigeration units and CRT such as TVs and
computer monitors. It is likely that the total amount of electronic equipment arising as waste in
Essex is higher than stated in here, as they do not include business WEEE. Also with each year
more and more WEEE is discarded as items are replaced with new technology.
4.5.1 Estimated WEEE arising- source 2004 Essex CC waste data
A study carried out by M-E-L Research limited2 in 2004 of Essex County Council's waste
composition estimated that 15 264 tonnes of WEEE is produced by households each year (see
Table 5). Of this 6 624 is recycled leaving a total of 8 640 tonnes sent to landfill. These figures are
slightly dated now and would be higher if the study was undertaken today.
Using the breakdown of Essex into three regions, by comparing regions the Thames Gateway
(south) produces the highest quantity of WEEE with 8875 tonnes, followed by West Essex 3639
and East Essex 2750 (MEL Report 2004). The South region includes the Boroughs of Southend
and Thurrock and together they make up a significant quantity of all WEEE collected.
Refrigeration equipment (fridges and freezers) and items containing cathode ray tubes is the only
WEEE that is currently collected separately and recycled on a large scale. Table 6 shows that in
2004/05 Essex County Council collected for recycling a total of 2292 tonnes of fridges (69, 654
units) from both CA sites and bulky waste collection services. Appendix 6 provides a breakdown of
Fridges collected in Essex by District Council. Southend-on-Sea collected approximately 6000
fridges (Email response from a Southend’s Waste Management staff member January 2006). No
data was available from Thurrock at the time of the study.
The Number of CRTs units collected from Essex County Council from July 1 2005 to November
2005 (the only data that was available at the time of writing this report) from bulky waste collections
was 942 and 17 538 from CA sites (Essex CC 2006). It is estimated based on these figures that
32 000 CRT units could potentially be collected from bulky waste collections and CA sites in Essex
per year.

2

To see full report go to Essex County Council website at www.essexcc.gov.uk under waste and recycling
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Table 5 WEEE Produced, Disposed And Recycled In Essex, Including Thurrock And
Southend
Collected
household
waste

Litter

CA site

Trade
waste

Bulky
waste

Total
tonnes

Produced

3645

65

3581

331

7642

15 264

Recycled

0

0

2542

0

4082

6624

Disposed

3645

65

1039

331

3560

8640

Source: M-E-L Report 2004
Table 6 Estimated Breakdown Of Items Collected From CA Sites And Bulky Waste
Collections By Material Type in Essex (2004/2005)
Estimated WEEE
Excluding
Refrigeration
CRTs (July 2005 to
refrigeration and
Nov 2005 only)
CRTs
Council

Items

Tonnes

Items

Tonnes

Items

Tonnes

Basildon

7707

285.16

782

15.64

5661

141.51

Braintree

5612

130.20

2117

42.34

892

22.31

Brentwood

9381

139.46

1327

26.54

540

13.49

Castle Point

3615

133.75

908

18.16

983

24.56

Chelmsford

7246

268.1

2163

43.26

1469

36.73

Colchester

8046

297.7

3407

68.14

387

9.68

Epping Forest

4872

180.27

1011

20.22

663

16.57

Harlow

5246

194.1

1159

23.18

5422

135.56

Maldon

3102

114.78

335

21.80

232

5.81

Rochford

3600

133.21

885

17.70

2085

52.14

Tendring

8093

299.44

3182

63.64

387

9.68

Uttlesford

3134

115.96

449

8.98

2165

54.13

Total

69654

2292.13

17725

369.6

23540

588.5

Source: Refrigeration and CRT data from Essex County Council (January 2006) and WEEE
Excluding refrigeration and CRTs was determined using research conducted by WasteWISE/MEL.
The FRN average weights data was used to determine tonnage
It is estimated there is another 588 tonnes of other WEEE collected from CA sites through bulky
waste collections. Much of this material ends up in landfill. Large household appliances, such as
cookers, microwaves and washing machines are also collected by most council’s in their bulky
waste collection services and at the CA sites, however records of exact numbers are not kept.
Most of these items are currently recycled because they have a positive metal value. For this
reason it is estimated that nearly all large household appliances currently enter a recycling
process. According to ICER, large white goods and microwave ovens make up to 50% by weight of
domestic WEEE and refrigeration equipment make up 16% (these figures are an estimated UK
average) (ICER 2005).
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In Table 5 the heading 'collected household waste' refers to the domestic waste bin. This category
is made up of small WEEE that inevitably will be land-filled. There is little, if any opportunity to
recover WEEE placed into household waste bins as it is collected as mixed waste in a compactor
vehicle. To avoid small WEEE from entering the domestic waste stream via the household bin
councils need to develop effective awareness campaigns and adequate services, and systems to
aid its recovery.
Appendix 7 contains a table from the M-E-L waste composition report, which summaries the total
tonnage collected for each Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs) operated by Essex
County Council, Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock 2003/04. This table shows that there are currently
14, 896 tonnes of scrap metal moving through HWRC throughout Essex. The majority of this scrap
metal is large electrical appliances- potentially over 50,000 items with several thousand readily
reusable, contract barriers apart.

4.6 Potential WEEE reusability from CA and bulky waste collection services
Few local authorities monitor reuse of household waste, this coupled with the lack of Statutory Best
Value Performance Indicator (BVPI) contribute to the lack of good data on reuse of items from CA
sites or bulky waste collections. This is further confused by the fragmented nature of this activity
and that it is carried out by a number of relatively small players. Furthermore, it is difficult to obtain
useful and consistent information relating to the practically reusable component of bulky waste and
some believe it to be impossible to obtain this kind of information. DEFRAs Waste Implementation
Programme (WIP) has acknowledged this fact in one of its recently commissioned studies3 (LCRN
Unpublished report 2006)
The key problem in respect to superimposing any data is that ‘Reusability’ is highly a subjective
term in this context and would vary according to the markets for the reused items in question in any
given area as much as the specific nature of any given item.
Table 7 contains estimates of the potentially reusable content of the bulky waste stream based
upon the figures from the WasteWISE/MEL study and figures on the reusable content from the
Furniture Resource Centre (FRC)4 project in Liverpool relating to the estimated potential for
reusable and recyclable bulky items. The table shows that there are an estimated 560 tonnes of
WEEE in reuse category 2 and another 1307 tonnes in reuse category 3. It should be noted,
however, that while the reuse potential for WEEE items, including refrigeration, is potentially quite
low, the recycling potential is extremely high (LCRN Unpublished report).

3

Local Authority Good Practice in the Re-use and Recycling of Household Collection of Bulky Item Waste
Stream – Literature Review, Network Recycling, 2004.

4

Community Recycling Services (2005) Furniture Re-use in E. Herts - Final Report for East Hertfordshire
Council, WIP Specialist Consultancy Services, Local Authority
Direct Consultancy Support, Defra
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Table 7: Reusable and Recyclable Elements of the Bulky Waste Stream in Essex (CRS
figures)

Basildon
Braintree
Brentwood
Castle Point
Chelmsford
Colchester
Epping Forest
Harlow
Maldon
Rochford
Tendring
Uttlesford
All Councils

Reuse 1Furniture
Items that
have no
Visible
Damage and
no Missing
Parts.

Reuse 2- Furniture Items
with Slight Damage or with
Minor Parts Missing but
still in Good Condition;
WEEE Items with no
Outward signs of Damage
but Requiring Electrical
Testing

Furniture
85.44
54.36
25.08
37.50
30.30
20.40
52.80
120.00
10.80
39.06
48.36
35.88
559.98

Wooden
Furniture
42.72
27.18
12.54
18.75
15.15
10.20
26.40
60.00
5.40
19.53
24.18
17.94
279.99

WEEE
85.44
54.36
25.08
37.50
30.30
20.40
52.80
120.00
10.80
39.06
48.36
35.88
559.98

Recyclable - (after items
suitable for re-use have
been removed) Items
suitable for recycling are
items that are more than
75% metal, items made
predominantly of timber
(not composite) with
minimal paint and no glass
fittings

Metal
227.84
144.96
66.88
100.00
80.80
54.41
140.80
320.00
28.80
104.16
128.96
95.68
1,493.29

Wood
14.24
9.06
4.18
6.25
5.05
3.40
8.80
20.00
1.80
6.51
8.06
5.98
93.33

Reuse 3- Furniture items requiring
major repair or replacement work;
WEEE items showing damage.

Fridges/
Freezers
327.52
208.38
96.14
143.75
116.15
78.21
202.40
460.00
41.40
149.73
185.38
137.54
2,146.60

Furnitur
e
441.44
280.86
129.58
193.75
156.55
105.42
272.80
620.00
55.80
201.81
249.86
185.38
2,893.25

WEEE
199.36
126.84
58.52
87.50
70.70
47.61
123.20
280.00
25.20
91.14
112.84
83.72
1,306.63

Reuse of items from CA sites is variable both in terms of practices and diversion rate. Throughout
the CA sites in Essex currently, items identified as having reuse potential are generally put to one
side and made available for collection to a range of interests who may reuse them. These are often
private sector enterprises such as second-hand shops and undertakings that sell items at car boot
sales. There are measures to ensure that items do not “leak” off the site outside of these routes.
Any items found not to be reusable are consigned back into the waste stream at the site (LCRN
unpublished report 2006). Data on material diverted for reuse from the sites is not routinely
collected by Essex CC and was not provided for this report.
The Furniture Reuse Network (FRN) recently produced a document called, ‘a step-by-step guide
on maximising reuse and recycling from bulky waste collections’. Using bulky waste audit data
from five councils across England they produced a guide for working out an estimate percentage of
WEEE that is reusable and recyclable. These percentages are only ballpark figures as the guide
states that there were large ranges in the data and that each council would have different waste
compositions depending on the deprivation levels in their areas, council bulky waste collection
policies and if there are any furniture reuse projects in operation locally. Appendix 8 contains a
table showing the mean and range of percentages used to determine the reusability and
recyclability of large and small WEEE. For more detail about how they arrived at these figures
refer to the report located on the FRN website www.frn.org.uk.
Through other work carried out by the FRN it is reasonable to state that between 30% and 36% of
WEEE discarded through CA sites and bulky waste collections is potentially reusable (or a mean of
33%).
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4.7 Estimated post consumer WEEE arising- source 2005 ICER study
The Industry Council for Electrical Equipment Recycling (ICER) estimates 1 million tonnes of
WEEE is generated in the UK each year. As there is no real data available on WEEE arising in the
UK or by region, it has been estimated from the ICER data that currently 24 640 tonnes of WEEE
is generated in Essex each year. Table 8 shows the data for WEEE arising in the UK and Essex.
The Essex data has been calculated proportionately using the recent population data (2001
census) and an average predicted growth of electrical appliance sales forecast of 4% per annum.
The UK total data is based on a study carried out by ICER in 2005. The figures used are an
estimate based on sales data for 2003 obtained from manufacturers, retailers, trade associations
and market research organisations.
It was assumed by ICER that for most types of equipment the consumer is likely to discard the
original item when purchasing a replacement. However, for some types of items like TVs if the
original is still working it is likely to be kept. For the purpose of the report ICER assumed that
replacement sales equals disposal of similar equipment over the same period.
This data is based only on post consumer waste and does not include warranty returns or WEEE
arising from old domestic appliances or items stored in people’s homes. This data includes all
products contained in the 10 categories covered by the WEEE Directive.
Table 8 Overall Domestic WEEE Arising Based On 2003 Data
Tonnage
discarded

Units
discarded

Kg per
person

Units per
person

UK base data 2003 (per year)

100000

93 million

16

4

Essex 2003 (2.2% of
population)

22 000

204 600

16

4

24 640

212 784

Essex 2006 Estimate 4% per yr
increase
.
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5. Product availability- B2B, appliance retailers, manufactures and
distribution centres supply
This section outlines the major appliance retailers, manufactueres, and distributers in Essex. It also
includes a discussion on some retailer’s policies on take-back schemes.

5.1 Appliance retailers in Essex
A large quantity of WEEE available for reuse may be sourced from electrical appliance retailers in
Essex. It may be possible for the ARC or other reuse organisations to partner with a major retailer
of electrical appliances to secure a long-term supply of WEEE for reuse. WEEE sourced through
retailers will comprise of customer returns, damaged stock, take-back schemes (see glossary for
definition) and warranty returns. A partnership with a major retailer can work to benefit both
parties, especially as the retailer must meet its producer responsibility requirements under the
WEEE Regulations.
To determine who and where the main electrical appliance retailers are within Essex, a search of
the Yell Pages was carried out (search carried out on 10th January 2006). The search resulted in
100 retailers of domestic home appliances of these 70 were small retailers. Table 9 displays the
results of only the largest retailers and their locations in Essex.
The delays in the implementation of the WEEE Regulations have made it difficult to say which
retailers would be interested in partnering with the ARC to supply it with reusable items. It was
decided that calling a number of the major retailers to ask what their level of interest would be in
working with a local community waste organisation for reuse of WEEE would not be useful or
would result in positive responses. This is because most would not be able to comment at this time
due to the delay in the WEEE Regulations.
Desktop research carried out into a number of the major retails websites found that some retailers
did mention that they operate take-back schemes, however, after emailing them to confirm these
details it was found that most of them currently do not provide this type of service.
Table 9 Large Appliance Retailers And Their Location In Essex
- results from a desktop study into the Operation of Take-back Schemes
Retailer Name
Location in Essex
Take-back
Cost to consumer to
scheme
use take-back
Dixons

Southend on Sea, Chelmsford, Saffron
Walden, Basildon,

Edes

Wickford, Rayleigh, Benfleet

Currys

Epping, Grays, Colchester, Basildon,
Loughton, Chelmsford

Comet Group

Grays, Braintree, Harlow, Benfleet,
Basildon, Chelmsford,

Yes- on fridges

PowerHouse

Brentwood, Clacton-On-Sea, Braintree,

Yes

Sony Centre

Chelmsford, West Thurrock, Loughton,
Harlow, Colchester

IKEA

Thurrock

B&Q

Braintree, Basildon, Chelmsford, Harlow, Email reply,No,
Ilford, Southend-on Sea
waiting for WEEE
directive

PC World

Basildon, Chelmsford, Harlow, Southend, Email reply- no
Lakeside, Colchester
for recycling

yes

Yes

Between £5- 10

No

Source: Research carried out by Marcelle Psaila WasteWISE, January 2006 using the Yell Pages
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5.2 Results of a desktop study on the major appliance retailer’s take-back schemes

Dixon group includes, Dixons, Currys, PC World and The Link
Information on their website about take-back schemes:
“Dixons Group operates take-back programmes for many large and small
domestic appliances. In 2004, the Group has taken back 500,000 large domestic
appliances, 250,000 telephones and 150,000 inkjet cartridges. The Group has a
number of national partnership arrangements, including a refurbishment and
recycling contract with CREATE. CREATE charitable trust collects and refurbishes
discarded white goods, including washing machines, cookers and fridges and then
sells these on to the general public. The scheme, established in 1995, also helps
to reintroduce long term unemployed people back to the workplace”.
Source: DSG International
An email to the Dixon Group customer services returned a reply stating that, “any
items returned to stores within the group are sent back to the manufacturer for
inspection” (20/01/06). However an email to PC world resulted in a response
stating, that “They do not have a product take-back scheme currently in place”.
(email response 20/01/06).
Comet Group
Their website sates that during 2004 over 4500 tonnes were refurbished and
105,000 were recycled.
Source: Comet Group Corporate website
B&Q
An email to the B & Q Customer services returned a response stating that they do
not currently have a product take-back scheme. Any future plans will be made
after the WEEE Directive is enforced (email response 20/01/06).

Source: Desktop Study undertaken by Marcelle Psaila WasteWISE January 2006.
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5.3 Examples of other Essex-based Electrical Equipment and Appliance
manufacturers and distribution centres for supply
This study did not try to identify any potential suppliers of WEEE in the surrounding counties
including London. Research into the types of organisations operating in these areas needs to be
undertaken when this project is taken forward.
A desktop study found the following companies operating in and around Essex:
Amstrad Plc Brentwood:
Address: Brentwood House 169 Kings Rd Brentwood, CM14 4EF
Amstrad Plc is a manufacturer and supplier of Telecoms, Audio, TV, Video and Digital Satellite
products.
Rapid Electronics:
Address: Rapid Electronics Ltd. Severalls Lane Colchester CO4 5JS
Rapid is now widely recognised as one of the leading suppliers of electronic components, electrical
products, and industrial supplies to education and industry.
•
•
•

Colchester distribution centre has 35,000 sq. feet of warehousing
100 000 sq. feet will be developed over the next few years
Currently employs 140 staff

RDC Witham (computers/IT disposal service):
Address: 29 Eastways, Eastways Witham CM8 3YQ
RDC provide end-of life asset management services including remarketing, redeployment,
recycling, and computer disposal.
•

Takes obsolete and non-working items, recovering materials and recycling them with no
residual to landfill and in compliance with all UK and EU legislation.

Further companies include:
•

Shields, Thurrock (understood to be the largest mobile phone recycler in Europe, plus
other electronics recycling)

•

Technowaste, Basildon (fridge and WEEE reprocessing on contracts across East of
England including Essex)
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6. Markets for WEEE sales of refurbished items and Marketing
This section discusses the potential market for the sale of refurbished products by assessing the
people and organisations projected to need refurbished appliances. It also looks at how the ARCs
will market these products.

6.1 Number of potential households for WEEE market
One of the primary roles of the ARC is to redistribute quality white goods to low-income
households. Most of the product sold will be to people referred to the ARC or to its retail points via
community service providers such as, council social services departments, others will come from
within the local communities targeted through marketing campaigns. Other potential markets will
include, private landlords, Councils with property and social service obligations, and RSLs.
For the purposes of this feasibility study the ACORN classification system has been used to help
determine the number and location of households on low incomes in Essex – these households will
make up the target market for WEEE sales. Acorn stands for, A Classification Of Residential
Neighbourhoods; the information here is based on 2001 census data.
The ACORN data is sorted into 5 broad categories 1 to 5 with 1 being the most affluent and 5 the
least affluent. Figure 6 describes the type of people and families that make up Category 5 of the
Acorn system. We have assumed that those households that fall into category 5 are most likely to
represent the market for WEEE sales. This represents the minimum market base, as households in
category 4 and other members of the community such as students and refugees/asylum seekers
would also be included in the potential market for WEEE sales.
Figure 6 Description of grouping (ACORN Category 5)

ACORN 5 Group
Hard Pressed includes:
5. N

Struggling Families

5.O

Burdened Singles

5.P

High Rise Hardship

5.Q

Inner City Adversity

In Essex a total of 104 947 households fall into ACORN category 5 this represents 15.5% of total
households. Table 11 shows the percentage of households in each area that are classified as
ACORN 5. The areas with the highest percentage of ACORN 5 households include, Harlow
30.95%, Basildon 22.23%, Braintree 18.19% and Colchester 17%.
According to the Government's Indices of Deprivation 2004, the most deprived local authorities in
Essex overall are Harlow, Tendering and Basildon. The least deprived local authorities overall are
Uttlesford, Brentwood and Chelmsford (Essex County Council 2004).
The three areas of Harlow, Tendering and Thurrock are identified as has having a higher
proportion of ACORN 5 households or are considered to be areas of deprivation according to
Essex County Council. These three areas have the greatest employment need and will be a
market base for employees and trainees for the ARCs operations.
These three areas of Harlow, Tendering and Thurrock also correspond with the East, West and
South division discussed in Section 2. Tendering located in the East, Harlow the West and
Thurrock in the South. Within each region there currently exists a lead community waste
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organisation that can work with the ARC or will become the main centre for reuse of WEEE for its
region. Table 10 identifies the top performing community waste organisations in each of these
areas. The capacity and performance of each of these organisations is discussed in Section 5.

Table 10 WEEE Reuse/Resale Community Waste Organisations with the largest throughputs
In Essex County Broken Down By Sub-Region
Sub-region
East
West
South

Best Performing Community Waste Organisation
Tendring Reuse and Employment Enterprise (TREE)*, Farleigh Hospice, and
Millrace IT (specialist – computers only)
Lighthouse Furniture Project –Brentwood* and Rainbow Services
Hamelin Trust and Second Generation Thurrock*

* Indicates proposed lead project- by coincidence all three have recently had successful large
CRED bids.
Table 11 Number Of Households In Each Council - ACORN 5 Category

Local Authority

Number of
% of
households households
Harlow
33 185
30.95
Basildon
69 207
22.23
Thurrock
58 485
22.18
Braintree
54 332
18.19
Colchester
63 491
17
Epping Forest
50 590
15.29
Southend on Sea
70 978
15.22
Chelmsford
64 188
11.64
Maldon
24 189
11.23
61 411
11.22
Tendring
Brentwood
28 767
10.3
Rochford
32 407
9.1
Uttlesford
27 389
7.86
Castle Point
35 279
5.57
Total
673 898

Potential
WEEE
10271
15384
12972
9883
10793
7735
10802
7471
2716
6890
2963
2949
2153
1965
104 947

Source: December 2004, 'Analysis of the Composition of Waste Arising in Essex 2004', M.E.L
Research Limited 2004 -based on 2001 census data

6.2 Marketing sales of WEEE to people in need
Each ARC will have to develop methods for selling refurbished equipment to people in need.
Some of the items will be sold through the retail outlets of the existing furniture reuse organisations
located in Essex or direct through the ARCs. The ARCs can choose to sell to the general public or
through preferential sales to individuals in need. Where preferential sales to individuals in need are
the primary source of sales their ‘clients’ need to be brought into contact with their services. More
traditional marketing is not appropriate and non-retail premises do not attract passing trade. For
this reason, so-called referral agencies have a vital role to play in sustaining or increasing sales.
They are generally public sector undertakings or other charities that most closely liase with
individuals ‘in need’ for example the Salvation Army.
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They typically fall under the following categories:
•

Local authority housing departments

•

Local authority social services departments

•

Probation officers

•

Health visitors

•

Sure Start offices

•

Charities dealing with specific groups at risk (young people, ex offenders, the elderly,
homeless people, former homeless people, low-income families).

•

Community finance schemes and loan providers

The role that these agencies play ranges from passive referrals (e.g. allowing leaflets to be posted
in their offices or on their website), to active referrals (i.e. they proactively provide the details of the
relevant organisation to the relevant individual), to accompanying the client to the site or even
purchasing items on his or her behalf (LCRN unpublished report). The above-mentioned
organisations will play a primary role in helping the sale of refurbished WEEE for the ARC.
However a significant demand for refurbished white goods already exists in Essex reducing the
need for large marketing campaigns.
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7. Current Diversion and Sales Volume by Community Waste Sector in
Essex
This section discusses the current community waste sector in Essex, where they are located and
the best available data on their throughput.
The community waste sector is made up of local community groups, charities and communitybased waste management companies providing valuable services to their communities in waste
reduction, reuse, recycling and composting. The community waste sector is known for its
innovative approach to managing waste, its ability to partner with public and private sectors and its
ability to help individuals with disabilities or who find it difficult to obtain employment and training.
Across the UK over 1.2 million pieces of furniture and white goods (approximatley 50 000 tonnes)
are reused by the sector every year and redistributed for local community benefit (Community
Reuse Network (CRN) website). Over the past ten years this sector has continued to grow and has
developed high standards in customer service, delivery of training programmes and quality
products.

7.1 Community Reuse Sector in Essex
There are currently 11 known community furniture and electricals reuse organisations operating in
Essex – listed in Table 12 (below). They are among 40 of the largest Community Waste
Organisations in Essex who are full members of Essex Community Reuse Recycling Network
(ECORRN) www.ecorrn.org.uk .The existence of further such organisations in the county should
not be discounted, although they are likely to be small or undertake this activity as a marginal
aspect of their operations, or be sales focused. Others provide either employment/training linked to
waste diversion e.g. several computer re-use social enterprises i.e Millrace IT and SEETEC. There
are also over 200 individual charity shops in Essex, run by over 40 different charities (ECORRN
website). Figure 7 illustrates where the major charity shops and furniture and electrical reuse
organisations are located and their areas of operation throughout Essex.
Table 12 Currently Active Furniture Reuse Organisations by sub region in Essex
Organisation

Local Authority(ies)/
Area of Essex

SOUTH
Hamelin Trust
SAVS Furniture Recycling
Lighthouse Furniture Project Limited
Second Generation (formerly Thurrock CVS
Furniture Store)

Southend, Rochford and adjacent areas of South
Essex (S)
Southend-on-Sea, now part of Hamelin (S)
Brentwood (W/S)
Thurrock (S)

EAST
Emmaus Colchester
Tendring Furniture Scheme
Colchester Shake Trust
Tendring Reuse Employment Enterprise (TREE)
Together (who have recently taken over
CROFT)
Blackwater Task Force

Colchester (E)
Tendring (E)
Colchester (E)
Tendring (E)
Chelmsford (E)
Maldon (E)

WEST
Rainbow Services

Harlow (W)

Source: LCRN 2006 Unpublished Report, including information supplied by ECORRN/WasteWISE 36

Figure 7 Furniture and WEEE Reuse Organisations and Hospice Charity Shops in Essex
Source: LCRN 2006 Unpublished Report, including from earlier ECORRN map
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The best available data on the quantity of material reused and recycled by the community waste
sector in Essex can be obtained from survey work carried out in 2003 by ECORRN. The study
attempted to quantify the level of re-use and recycling by community waste organisations within
Essex. Refer to table 13 for total tonnage by project type. The findings show that the community
sector reused and recycled a total of 3787.33 tonnes in 2003. As shown East Essex has the
largest quantities of reuse and recycling by the community waste organisations in the county, both
for community organisations and charity shops. South Essex and West Essex show less activity.

Table 13 Tonnages For 4 Project Types In Each District (2003 Survey Data)

DISTRICTS (Tonnes per year)
East
COMMUNITY
West South
Essex Essex Essex Southend Thurrock Total
SECTOR
Furniture projects
148.2 128.3
68.1
102.1
61.8
508.5
Re-use projects
111.9 168.3 23.13
3.1
4.1 310.53
Recycling projects proj 313.9
12.1
14
340
Charity Shop
1594.8 459.6 340.9
200.9
32.1 2628.3
Total
2168.8 768.3 432.13
320.1
98 3787.33
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8. Risk Analysis
8.1 Uncertainties and risks as a result in the Delay in WEEE Regulations
Due to the delay in the WEEE Regulations taking affect across the UK, there are some
uncertainties about how WEEE will be managed in the future. These uncertainties will need to be
included in the business plans for each lead organisation’s as part of its risk assessment. Some of
these risks include uncertainty about:
•
•
•

•

What role the community waste sector will play in the WEEE Regulations
What Local Authorities will do in terms of supporting community waste organisations
(CWO) in accessing reusable WEEE from CA sites and bulky waste collection services
What provisions will be in place at CA sites to ensure potentially reusable WEEE is
separated and made available for CWOs including the ARC. The Furniture Reuse
Network has been in discussion with the Government to ensure provisions are in place
to not hinder reuse from CA sites
If reuse targets will be included in the new WEEE Regulations

Another risk is the possibility that the private sector will accrue many of the contracting
opportunities the WEEE Directive potentially will open up for example, DCF clearances, sorting
and treatment. The biggest barriers to the community waste sector winning these contracts will be
their lack of procurement readiness, fragmentation, lack of access to capital as well as seeking
private sector partners. The ARC operators will need to be operationally and financially ready
before they can bid to win such contracts. For a detailed risk analysis of the reports recommended
option see Appendix 9.

8.2 Uncertainty regarding reuse targets being included in the WEEE Regulations
Including reuse targets into the WEEE Regulations will ensure that reuse is prioritised and CWOs
will continue to have a supply of reusable WEEE for their operations. If reuse is not included in the
WEEE Regulations it may result in most if not all of the WEEE being collected by commercial
contractors and taken away for disassembly and recycling. Though the Department for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) proposes removing barriers to reuse by providing
reuse credits etc. and the draft WEEE Regulations also favour reuse over recycling.
If reuse is identified as a permissible activity under the regulations Essex County Council and the
two Unitary Authorities will need to negotiate with their CA contractor/s to ensure potentially
reusable WEEE is separated and stored correctly for reuse. The contracts must also allow for
CWOs to have access to the reusable WEEE direct from the CA sites. It is not sure how CA
operators will react to this, as this will mean some loss of income for them from the sale of WEEE
to scrap metal merchants. It will also mean an additional cost to Local Authorities to alter CA sites
to allow for the separation of WEEE into different categories. Appendix 4 details some of the
inhibiting factors affecting the ability of councils to separate WEEE for reuse at CA sites.
This could be addressed by a payment of fixed amount per reusable WEEE item lifted from CA
sites, like the £6 per item Wincanton currently charge reuse organisations lifting items from the
‘returns centre’ they operate for Comet at Harlow. However, any details such as those mentioned
here will need to be determined as soon as possible after the new Regulations come into place so
they can be included in the business plans for the ARC.
WEEE separation could be assisted by Waste Disposal Authorities (WDAs) being willing to accept
a percentage (say 10-30%) of collected items being returned if they were unable to be reused, as
proposed in the Draft WEEE Guidance. This would take the risk off the re-user and provide reusers with a more positive incentive which in turn would maximise reuse/diversion.
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9. Taking This Project Forward in 2006 – Study Outcomes and options
This section covers a detailed look at the three options studied and why the recommend option
was chosen. It also discusses research methodology and how to take the project further. Overall,
the detailed data and analysis in this report provides each of the potential lead organisations, as
well as ECORRN, WorkSkills, councils and other stakeholders with the essential base for taking
the project forward in 2006.
The preferred option is to seek local formal partnership agreements to develop three existing
community waste organiations into ARCs, one in each of three Essex sub-regions mentioned
ealier. This involves discussing their potential, and seeking clear commitment from the three
organisaitons. The identified potential lead organisations are:
•

Tendring Reuse Employment Enterprise (TREE) in the East

•

Lighthouse Furniture in the West, and

•

Second Generation in the South

Each of these organisations can be supported by smaller community waste organisations (CWOs)
located within their vicinity (these are refereed to as satellite organisations). They can potentially
work in partnership with the lead organisations exchanging resources and materials as well as
being outlets for sale of refurbished goods.

9.1 Research Methodology
To find out the capacity and current operations of each reuse organisation studied information was
obtained from a range of previous projects including a survey undertaken by the FRN in 2005. In
addition to this, each organisation was contacted personally and asked a series of questions to fill
in further gaps and details about the organisation. This research was carried out during January
2006 by ECORRN.
While a large amount of information was gathered from each organisation to help determine the
outcome of this study, the details about each organisation were not confirmed by the organisations
themselves. Furthermore, the three existing projects identified as having potential to expand into
ARCs have not been approached formally as part of this study to ascertain their willingness to
expand into an ARC. Before this can happen they need to look at their own business operations
and Business Plans to see if expanding into an ARC operation would be beneficial to their
operations and time did not permit this.
To help determine if expanding into an ARC will be successful and beneficial to each project, new
Business Plans will need to be written for an ARC operation at each site. It is highly recommended
that the Business Plans for ARC operations at each of the identified sites are undertaken as a
priority to progress this project.

9.2 Options Studied
To determine the best model for the development of a new enterprise to provide training
placements (the key objective of the overall project) there options were assessed. These included:
1) Develop a single new central ARC in Essex
2) Identify one existing community waste project to expand into an ARC
3) Identify three existing community waste projects (one based in the East, West and
South of Essex) and expand each into an ARC
Do Nothing was discounted as not an option and the consequences of this option have not been
examined here.
The assessment included an overview of each options environmental, social and economic impact.
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9.3 Recommended Option
Option 3 has been identified as the best option for the following reasons:
•

•

•
•
•

Expanding three existing projects would diversify the reach into the community to source
and sell material, as well as increase the number of placements and jobs available
throughout Essex
Having three organisations spread across Essex rather than one in a single location will
allow for employment and training services as well as the sale of reusable items to reach
people in rural areas and areas with pockets of deprivation more effectively
Each ARC can link together and work in partnership with local smaller projects within their
region helping to strengthen their own operations
It will increase the sustainability of each project while minimising the risk that a single ARC
may not be sustainable in the long term
The high capital costs and transport logistics of developing one ARC in Essex would limit
access and the number of trainees as well as employees with easy access and would
require a new capital investments and start up delays

9.4 Options in detail
9.4.1 Option 1- Develop a single new Central ARC in Essex
In this option, a new ARC is built preferably in a central location to receive process and sell WEEE,
while providing work-based training to people who are socially disadvantaged. The facility can run
as a social enterprise or a private business with social goals.
In this option, the ARC will operate as a hub to receive materials from both within and outside its
immediate area. Some material will be supplied to the ARC from other smaller community waste
organisations working throughout Essex (the satellites). The satellites will work in partnership with
the ARC supporting it and exchanging resources and materials between them.
The ARC will be purpose built to sort WEEE into reusable, recyclable and waste, process WEEE
by carrying out Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) on all electrical items before either processing
them on site or selling them to the satellites. In this option, the stronger performing reuse
organisations located throughout Essex will work in partnership with the central ARC to help carry
out collections of WEEE from their areas, provide training facilities, and selling refurbished items
back to their local communities.
Advantages of Option 1
•

The ARC will be set up to accommodate all trainees on all levels of training because
it will be purpose built with plumbing installed for the washers, testing areas for
fridges, PAT test areas, workshop rooms, and testing area for cookers. It could also
have a dismantling area to breakdown the different types of precious metal (gold,
brass, copper etc), plastic, light iron, aluminium and steel.

•

The ARC can process some material that at the moment cannot be dealt with by the
existing community waste organisations and will have a more comprehensive repair
system supplementing the work of these projects.

•

Through having sufficient vehicles and an effective transportation system a single
ARC can potentially increase the volume of items going back into the community
through its own efforts and through the satellites (assuming the ARC sells items
direct to the public). Addressing the issue that there is insufficient supply for the
community demand.

•

The ARC will be purpose built and able to offer more services such as, plastics
recycling (a plastic granulator can be incorporated in the design stage) which will be
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a direct income for the ARC and will further help to reduce waste to landfill.
•

The ARC will offer training at a level that is not necessarily available through
existing providers. The aim would be to target those that are disadvantaged and
harder to reach and who’s confidence would prevent them from participating in
traditional corporate institutions such as, local colleges and government run training
programmes

•

Funding bodies and other training agencies support projects that cover a large area.
By combining the satellite and the ARC under the one training scheme it would
strengthen future bids through Learning Skills Council, Job Centre Plus, and other
service level agreements with training colleges through Essex

•

One single project may have greater potential to win start-up funding

•

Currently four of the community waste organisations identified have provision for
internal training and another two have worked with external trainers. This
demonstrates that six of the projects have some experience with training. These
projects can work with the single ARC

•

Most of the reuse projects are located in areas where the potential client groups are
situated, allowing them to be well placed to meet the needs of their local
communities

Disadvantages of option 1
•

The satellites that exist at the moment only have capacity to only carry out PAT
testing. Most of the organisations handle furniture and only a small number currently
handle WEEE

•

The survey suggested that some of the existing satellites have limited capacity for
expansion into an ARC facility themselves and have recently gone through the
process of searching for adequate warehouse capacity with easy access or
sufficient room for their current needs. They vary in size from 2775 sq feet through
to 4000 sq feet limiting the ability to combine an ARC

•

Existing projects that have PAT testers may be affected because it is a possibility
that they may receive less material for PAT testing as the material would have
already been tested through the central ARC

•

Areas of need for electrical appliances, and need for training is dispersed, including
rural and urban areas around two thirds of the periphery of Essex – disadvantaged
rural and urban wards are particularly concentrated in south west, south and east
Essex, often adjacent to areas of relative affluence which can be the source of
reusable WEEE for processing/redistribution

Location of ARC – issues to consider
•

The key elements in the decision making for the location of a new ARC would be its
location, size of the warehouse capacity, and road links for accessibility. These
issues combined will make it difficult to find an ideal single location for a new ARC.
A significant priority would also be the ability for trainees to use any form of public
transport to get to the ARC. However, for those who cannot travel they will still have
access to a small profile of training offered by one of the satellite projects.
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Training issues
•

The single ARC will be set up as a training centre but will link in with the satellites in
two ways. One, the satellites will provide in-house work-base training covering for
example, Health & Safety in the workplace, admin, customer services, basic IT,
numeracy and literacy, job searching and building a personal portfolio. Secondly,
satellites can provide trainers for the ARC covering electrical appliance repair,
appliance fault finding and diagnostics, IT dismantling, IT refurbishment, small
electrical repair, plastic granulation and PAT testing (throughout the country there is
a lack of training providers for this).

Option 1 Environmental, Social and Economic Considerations
Environmental benefits

Social Benefits

With support from satellite
groups, will increase the amount
of waste diverted from landfill

The new facility will be designed to
provide training and work
opportunities to people who are
disadvantaged in Essex.

Be better able to attract new
funding

A more comprehensive and
organised system for
transporting people and
materials can cut down on
impacts of transport

Linking the training programme
with the satellites will mean that
more people will have access to
training and employment
opportunities across Essex

Has the potential to perform
successfully due to economies of
scale

Positive environmental design
principals can be incorporated in
any new facility to reduce its
impact on the environment

The number of items processed
and distributed back to those in
need will increase

Can have a positive economic
benefit to the local communities
the ARC is located in

Environmental affects

Social affects

Economic Benefits

Economic effects

A single ARC will use energy
and create waste in its own
operations

It may only help to benefit those
who live close by to the single
ARC

May have a negative affect on
the economic performance of
other community waste projects

Materials will have to be
transported larger distances
adding to transport pollution

Only limited training opportunities
will be available through the
satellites

Will be more costly to run as new
resources and equipment will
need to be purchased

9.4.2 Option 2- Identify one existing community waste organisation to expand into an ARC
This option is similar to option 1 in that the WEEE processing and majority of the training takes
place at one central location, however there is no need to find a new site, building or start a new
business. Instead, funding will be directed towards one existing community waste organisation to
help expand its current operations to include WEEE processing and to be developed into a central
training facility. To determine which organisations are willing and have the potential to expand into
an ARC facility, six of the best performing CWO were surveyed to find out their potential to expand
into an ARC type facility. The advantages and disadvantages of the six CWO were recently
surveyed as part of this report and are discussed in the boxes below.
Similar to option 1 the identified CWO will act as the lead organisation and will be encouraged to
work in partnership with the satellite organisations providing similar benefits as option 1 in this
respect.
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TREE- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

Has 4000 sq feet and is already working
towards expanding into a possible 2 acres of
land

No guarantee that they will obtain the 2 acres of
land

Already processes white goods and electrical
appliances

Location in relation to other identified satellites

Would be an expansion on their existing
They are a juvenile organisation
services and they already offer OCN courses in
house on customer service, H & S and admin
Already employ their own trainer
Already have a good network of volunteers
Has connections with district councils and
county councils
Cover a large area and willing to go further
Are willing to be an ARC
Second Generation- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

They want to develop their white goods and
electrical side- seen as a priority

Are small 2500 sq feet and not much room for
expansion

Have a partnership with Thurrock Council

At the current time they do not have any
experience in training
Overall their operations are small
Location

Rainbow Services- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

Good management financial structure

Capacity ??

Have potential capacity to do more

Location is not ideal for serving the other
satellites i.e. Tendering

Already offer training MBQs and ECDL and
Clait

More than half of their finances is from funding
bodies and the longevity of it is unsure

They currently have 30-40 trainees so have
experience in training
Location is an advantage because it is hitting
an area of high deprivation and therefore a
higher proportion of cliental
Training/sales would allow for them to have
another income stream and make them less
reliant on funding and work towards
sustainability
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Lighthouse Brentwood- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

Is willing to move into WEEE processing

Size and the inability to expand on the existing
site
Has no experience of training
Large proportion of finance is from funders
Juvenal project and unable to show the
sustainability

Hamelin Trust- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantage

Very experienced on training

No capacity within their building to expand

They have trainers already in place
Want to move into electrical appliances
Is part of a larger trust so the sustainability of it
is better

Blackwater Task Force- Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantage

Looking to expand

Size of building is too small and has no
capacity to expand the current site

Have links to their local authority and local
suppliers

Do not do any training themselves but have
worked with external trainers

They have got some experience with training

Location is not near the other satellite projects
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Option 2 Environmental, Social and Economic Considerations
9.4.3 Option 3- Identify three existing community waste organisations and expand each into
an ARC
Environmental benefits

Social Benefits

Economic Benefits

With support from satellite
organisations, the chosen CWO
will help to increase the amount
of waste diverted from landfill

Expanding one CWO will help to
increase training and work
opportunities to people who are
disadvantaged in Essex.

Be better able to attract new
funding as it will be a larger
operation

A more comprehensive and
organised system for transporting
people and materials can cut
down on impacts of transport

Linking the training programme
with the satellites will mean that
more people will have access to
training and employment
opportunities across Essex

Has the potential to perform
successfully due to economies of
scale

With any new equipment
purchase or infrastructure
expansion best environmental
options can be included

The number of items processed
and distributed back to those in
need will increase

Can have a positive economic
benefit to the surrounding local
communities

Environmental affects

Social affects

Economic effects

Expanding the operations of an
existing CWO will result in
increased energy demands and
create more waste in its own
operations

It may only help to benefit those
who live close to the chosen CWO

May have a negative affect on the
economic performance of other
local community waste projects

Materials will have to be
transported larger distances
adding to transport pollution

Only limited training opportunities
will be available through the
satellites

Will be more costly to run as new
resources and equipment will
need to be purchased to sustain
the new operations

Option 3 is based on distributing funds into three existing CWO to develop them into ARCs, instead
of developing a new ARC or placing the emphasis on just one. Using the findings to analyse option
2 this study has shown that the best projects to expand are, TREE in the East, Lighthouse
Furniture in the West and Second Generation in the South.
This option will allow for a WEEE processing and central training facility to be located in East, West
and South regions of Essex. This option will have the benefit of cutting down on transport costs,
allow training to be more accessible to the people who need it most, with a better ability to reach
into rural communities and areas with pockets of depravation and will reduce the turn around times
on items helping to keep up with demand. The three lead ARCs will be able to work with other
reuse organisations within their area sharing training, resources and trainers as needed. This
option will avoid the need for a large capital bid to site a new facility and will instead strengthen the
ability for these three community waste organisations to grow and expand and become less reliant
on grants.
For this option to be a success however, the three identified projects will require a more detail
business plan to be undertaken of their operations to expand into an ARC facility. It may even
require one or two of them having to move into new premises to cope with the new demands such
a facility will have on space.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of option 3
Advantages

Disadvantages

It is a cheaper option as it requires no new site
development or new business

Will require new equipment in each site and
duplication of resources

It will allow provide more employment and
training opportunities across Essex as it will
have a greater reach

Risk that one or two of them may struggle
financially in the long-term -losing value for
money

It will help each site to develop new business
opportunities and further strengthen their
operations for long-term sustainability

Will require good business plans and possible
relocation of some projects to new premises to
be successful

There is a risk that one or two of the identified
Transport logistics will be minimised as there
will be three WEEE processing locations instead CWO are unable to expand into an ARC facility
of a single central one
now or in the near future
Option 3 Environmental, Social and Economic Considerations
Environmental Benefits

Social Benefits

Economic Benefits

With support from smaller CWO
the three CWO will have the
greatest impact on diverting
waste from landfill for Essex

Expanding three CWO will not only
result in a higher number of training
and work opportunities in Essex,
but will be better able to attract
people from rural areas

As the project will span three
CWOs it will be better able to
attract new funding

The three CWO can work
together more efficiently to
reduce transport impacts by
sharing resources and reducing
the distances that materials have
to travel

This option will result in a greater
number of items being processed
and distributed back to those in
need, helping to meet the high
demand for refurbished white
goods

Each organisation has the
potential to perform successfully
due to economies of scale

With any new equipment
purchase or infrastructure
expansion best environmental
options can be included

With more people in training and
employment Essex can become a
centre for expertise in refurbishing
WEEE for the East of England

Can have a positive economic
benefit to the surrounding local
communities

Environmental Effects

Social Effects

Economic Effects

Expanding the operations of
three existing CWO will result in
increased energy demands and
create more waste in their own
operations

May have a negative affect on the
economic performance of other
smaller community waste
organisations

The increased activity occurring
at the three sites will result in
more traffic in the vicinity of the
sites

Will be more costly to run as new
resources and equipment will
need to be purchased to sustain
each new/expanded operation
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Appendix 1
Summary Brief of Project- For a Central Appliance Reuse Centre (ARC) targeting
fridge/freezer Refurbishment Reuse Electrical Appliance Project (REAP)
Workskills Essex (WSE) is developing the detailed ‘business engine’ and project to meet the
ExDRA/RRF requirements, including the market needs of a viable business, meeting the needs of
the programme members, and a successful social enterprise that will be sustainable beyond
funding from ESF. The core planned business involves the assessment, processing, distribution
and resale of discarded electrical equipment, targeting fridges and other items capable of diversion
without major extra cost/work at the outset, but extending its activities to include all items covered
by the WEEE Directive
WSE is leading a consortium of numerous service providers across the county of Essex, engaged
to deliver this project and is undertaking this feasibility study based on planned business of the
diversion of large electrical appliances that require limited refurbishment, necessary checks to
restore them to quality condition, prior to resale etc.
Initially it will target recovery, refurbishment and sale of refrigeration units from the thousands of
household fridges and freezers collected annually by:
- Essex Civic Amenity and Recycling Centres (and other county councils)
- district councils from households
which are all recycled (currently none reused), on contract to Essex County Council and others.
The central ARC will also act as a training base for accredited Open College Network and related
courses – It is envisaged they will draw on existing expertise in WSE and non-WSE organisations,
and complement the delivery of training by sending its trainers out also to deliver training at all
satellites, to establish some standardisation as envisaged by the Furniture Reuse Network (FRN).
WSE has recently applied to join the FRN.
The project will also include locally available supplies of other large household kitchen electrical
appliances in demand by low-income households – focusing on washing machines, and electric
cookers. It will involve 5 to 10 local reuse projects including as training/processing/sales satellites
of the potential core business at (perhaps) Basildon, as well as distributing both training and
fridges through these satellites. It should provide a wide geographical spread and also meet the
needs of a variety of target groups, to include mental health recoveries, long term unemployed,
those with learning difficulties, and other disadvantaged groups.
The following satellites, an non-exhaustive list will be investigated – as add-ons to existing
reuse/social enterprise projects:
(* or **) = training/jobs also to be provided at these locations for disadvantaged.
** = significant training/jobs potential at these 7 projects.
1. (**) Tendring Reuse Employment Enterprise (TREE), rural Tendring/ Little Clacton
Roundwood Garden Centre, Braintree Shire Hill Enterprises, Saffron Walden
2. (**) Mill Race IT, Chelmsford
3. (*) Blackwater Taskforce, Dengie peninsula/Maldon
4. (*) Rainbow Enterprises, Harlow
5. (**) Lighthouse Furniture Project, Brentwood
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6. (**) Salvation Army, Hadleigh
7. (**) Hamelin Trust, Southend

Links with/including the 6 major Essex hospice reuse/shop operations will also be investigated.
Together, they offer the potential to reach all rural/urban communities in Essex.
Potential to extend further into reusable electrical (WEEE) items both at the central ARC where
there is sound business and a strong local market. This will also be assessed on the same twolevel approach, including computers, small televisions and small electricals.
3.The project will start possibly at the satellite sites before an actual location is chosen (the
substance of this report) as an ARC ‘hub’, (perhaps at or near Technowaste’s/Coolrec) premises in
Basildon, and will then develop a countywide coverage of satellite processing sites as well as sales
outlets at all the listed participating projects. The overall purpose is to develop the capacity and
electrical skills in all participating projects. This will then enable these projects to specialise e.g. in
electrical cookers or washing machines and to trade between each other, as well as to the general
public, so that between them they have the capability to process and sell the full range of second
hand appliances in demand.
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Appendix 2
Summary of the FRN’s Position and Assumptions on the proposed WEEE
Regulations
WEEE Regulation Guidance Support
• The Voluntary Community Sector (VCS) WEEE re-users have their own 'chapter' in the
Government’s forthcoming Guidance it states that the Government will:
• Encourage producers and retailers to build relationships with the VCS re -users
• Illustrate that it is in the producer's and distributor's interest to build relations with the VCS
• Expect the producer compliance schemes to indicate how they will prioritise re-use as a
condition of their approval
• Work with VCS to develop a system for the authorisation of reuse organisations to ensure that
VCS works to quality repair of WEEE
Support collection and Reuse
• Producer Schemes will be expected to give priority to locally-based, established VCS re-users
• Access to each DCFs will be granted to a VCS that is authorised by the producer
• DCFs will be expected to collect WEEE in a manner that does not hinder re-use
• LAs able to propose their preferred VCS re-user if they meet quality and service criteria in
agreement with producer schemes
• Distributor's will be able to propose their preferred VCS re-use organisation if they meet
predetermined quality and service criteria
Re-use Organisations responsibilities under WEEE regulations
• VCS will need to provide LAs and producers with data on WEEE
• VCS ensure WEEE reused meets relevant electrical and safety standards
• VCS must ensure WEEE reused is for social benefit
Additional Consideration currently being amended to Guidance
• There will be no cost to the producers or the re-user for any WEEE reused
• The Guidance text will say that DCFs must not hinder reuse through bad techniques for collection
and handling
• DCFs not expected to place coverage over all WEEE. Large domestic items will probably remain
in the open and will require prompt collection.
• VCS re-users will be able to return WEEE that has failed testing
• Retailers are expected to raise awareness of re-use to customers
Future Developments
• Government will assess the cost benefits of re-use of whole equipment in advance of a review of
new targets
• Protocols for WEEE- type reuse will be developed by FRN and the Government
• A re-use taskforce will be established chaired by a VCS representative
• Potential for Appliance Re-use Centres (ARCs) to become registered as DCFs
• ARCs may become a DCFs for Small Retailers and Business to Business (B2B) WEEEGovernment and Producer Scheme Proposals
Actions, recommendations for VCS involved in WEEE
• VCS should talk with/build relationships with their LAs to ensure that they are chosen as the
refereed re-user
• Make Expressions of Interests to various WEEE Producer Compliance schemes
• Plan now for accreditation, data reporting requirements and authorisation of their activities
• Determine their position, potential; what is feasible for their operations? What are the
opportunities?
• Consider co-operation and perhaps regionalise operations- with other reuse organisations
• Do not rely on donations and offer a wider service than only collection of reusable goods
• Be aware of any potential for contracts in collection and clearance of WEEE offered by the LA or in
future by producers.
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Source: Notes from FRN Conference WEEE workshops -November 2005

Appendix 3
Summary of each district Councils bulky waste collection service
Source: LCRN Unpublished Report 2006
Summary of Data - Basildon
Basildon District Council provides a free service for the collection of up to five items per household per
annum, beyond which a charge is made. Refrigerators and freezers are currently collected in a box van
with a tail-lift and it is assumed that this will now also include CRTs. All other items are collected in a
refuse collection vehicle (RCV) and compacted for landfilling. Where residents request the contact
details of a reuse group they are given the details of Diamond Task Force, St Luke’s Hospice or
Hamelin House.

Summary of Data – Braintree
A charge of £20 + VAT for up to six general items is applied (maximum of 12 items) whilst £20 + VAT
is charged for the collection of a refrigerator or freezer. Residents on benefits receive a 50% discount
on these collection charges. A 3.5 tonne Luton Transit van with a tail lift is used for refrigerator/freezer
collections. These items go to Braintree’s waste transfer station prior to being sent to Technowaste. All
other collections (around 90%) are undertaken by an RCV, with the waste ultimately ending up in one
of the Bellhouse or Ugley landfill sites. The authority has been working with a social enterprise for 9
months to develop a bulky collection service but this has fallen through.

Summary of Data – Castle Point
Castle Point charges £25 for five items, although OAP’s are allowed two free collections per year.
Around 80% of the bulk waste collections are landfilled- with the recycled fraction including WEEE
consigned to Technowaste, white goods for scrap and cardboard sent for recycling. This is presumably
collected in a caged or box vehicle. General bulky items are collected in an RCV. The council does not
currently work with furniture and appliance reuse groups, but has expressed an interest in engaging
with them.

Summary of Data - Chelmsford
A varied charging system is in place in Chelmsford, with £18.60 charged for up to five household items
excluding refrigerators and freezers, which are chargeable at £12.50 per unit. Household fixtures also
incur a minimum charge of £25. Recoverable metals are sold as scrap. Chelmsford is not currently
working with the community sector for furniture and electrical appliance reuse, although it is willing to
make referrals to the community sector.

Summary of Data - Colchester
Colchester has a varied charging system: £20 for a refrigerator or freezer, £25 for two electrical items
and £10 for any two other white goods. Items are collected using a 7.5-tonne caged vehicle which
doesn’t have a tail lift. Items for reuse are sent to Technowaste while the rest is landfilled. The British
Heart Foundation, The Shake Trust and St Helena Hospice Furniture Shop are listed on the back
pages of the council’s recycling guide which is distributed to every household.
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Summary of Data – Epping Forest
Epping Forest charges £22 for 1-3 items, £27 for 4-7 items, £37 for 7-10 items and £45 for 10-15
items. A 7.5 tonne caged vehicle operates a twice-weekly collection service with all
refrigerators/freezers recycled at Technowaste’s Basildon site.
Summary of Data - Harlow
Harlow District Council provides a free collection for less than three items. Items other than
Hazardous WEEE and recoverable metals are collected in an RCV for landfilling at the Ugley landfill
site. Recoverable metals are sent as scrap to Total Waste Management. A small amount of reusable
refrigerators and freezers go to a community sector organisation called ECCO (Environmental
Conservation Cooperative Ltd), with the rest consigned to Technowaste. The council website
promotes Rainbow Services to any residents interested in donating good-quality furniture.

Summary of Data – Maldon
For up to three large items, residents are charged £15 + VAT and £23.50 for refrigerators or
freezers. The vast majority of bulky waste is sent to Roxwell Landfill Site with the principle
exceptions being refrigeration items that are dealt with by Technowaste. Staff actively refer residents
holding reusable furniture to the Blackwater Project, Farleigh and St Clare’s Hospices, and the
Turnabout Trust.

Summary of Data – Rochford
A free collection is offered in Rochford, although there is a limit of three large items every three
months. Bulky items, collected with RCVs, are co-mingled with refuse and then dumped at either the
Pitsea or Barling landfill sites. White goods are collected by an LDV van equipped with a hoist, and
taken back to the depot to be collected by Technowaste. Rochford promotes both the Turnabout
Trust and Hamelin Trust, but has no formal relationship in place
Summary of Data - Tendring
Tendring operates a scaled charging system, depending on variables such as number of items,
distance of house from road, etc. A combination of vehicles are used for the bulky collections
(RCVs, 3.5-tonne or 7.5-tonne caged vehicles). All refrigerators/freezers are collected in the caged
vehicles before being consigned to Technowaste. The council website promotes a number of
community reuse schemes, including the Tendring Reuse and Employment Enterprise (TREE), the
Tendring CVS Furniture Scheme and Freecycle

Summary of Data – Thurrock
Charges for bulky collections are £12 for three items, £18 up to 10 items and anything over 10 items
is subject to quote. An estimated 85% of bulky waste is sent to the Pitsea landfill site. The remaining
15% is recycled, including refrigerators and freezers which go to Environmental Concern in
Birmingham. The council is not currently engaged with any furniture and appliance reuse
organisations.

Summary of Data – Uttlesford
All items other than refrigerators and freezers are collected for free as part of the normal refuse
service in any of the Districts RCVs and then taken to landfill. Refrigerators and freezers are
collected in a 7.5-tonne caged vehicle with tail lift and taken to Great Dunmow or Saffron Walden
depots, from where they are sent to Technowaste. If residents ask about reuse, the details of
Cambridge SOFA, Rainbow Services, St Clare’s Hospice or Shire Hill Enterprises are passed on.
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Appendix 4
Factors affecting whether a CA sites can become a successful Designated
Collection Facility (DCF)

Factors that will affect the ability of councils to alter a
CA site to separate WEEE for reuse, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site design
Split level or single level architecture
Vehicle routes
Space available
Staffing
Geography and demographics of area served
Outlets for products and material
Feasibility of separation, containment and storage
Frequency of removal of WEEE from site
Bulk storage
Number and type of categories to be separated
Costs

Source: Bridgewater & Anderson 2003
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Appendix 5
Five ‘Intervention Levels’ To Identify the Best Local Solutions and Increase The
Percentage Of Bulky Waste And CA Waste Diverted

Bulky W aste
Diversion –
Collections
Group refurbishes item s
and/or takes over whole
bulky collection service.
Alternating collections
W eek 1 = Reusables
(group collection)
W eek 2 = Disposal
(contractor)
Group ‘cherry picks’
m aterial from depot after
collection e.g. 3 tim es per
week.
Joint booking
system /shared form s on
website.
Shared calls/call centre/
W ith referrals to
com m unity organisations.

CA site Bulky Item
Diversion
Level 5 Group refurbishes item s
Level 4

on a retail site located
on the CA site.
Group opens retail site
(bring and buy) on CA
site.

Level 3

Group operates
perm anent container on
CA site.

Level 2

Contractor diverts target
m aterial/group ‘cherry
picks’ e.g. 3 tim es per
week.
Info at CA site to divert
people with item s that
local groups need.

Level 1

Source: Lewis Herbert WasteWISE
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Appendix 6

FRIDGE TONNES - 2004/05
Jan-02 Feb-02 Mar-02 Apr-02 Apr-04 May-04 Jun-04 Jul-04 Aug-04 Sep-04 Oct-04 Nov-04 Dec-04 Jan-05 Feb-05 Mar-05

Total

Bulky waste collections
DISTRICTS
BASILDON
BRAINTREE
BRENTWOOD
CASTLE POINT
CHELMSFORD
COLCHESTER
EPPING FOREST
HARLOW
MALDON
ROCHFORD
TENDRING
UTTLESFORD

0

0

0

0

19.80
3.89
4.07
3.33
7.07
10.51
5.48
8.58
1.78
6.29
3.40
7.22
81.40

15.10
4.22
3.85
2.70
6.77
12.84
4.33
7.18
1.07
7.22
4.48
7.92
77.66

17.02
6.59
4.55
3.37
7.14
11.47
4.48
6.51
1.00
8.44
4.33
8.95
83.84

22.16
4.70
3.63
1.70
8.18
13.25
6.59
8.51
1.33
5.25
4.37
6.99
86.65

32.04 20.13
4.77
6.14
4.33
4.07
2.55
3.89
8.47 11.62
11.29 14.28
5.62
6.29
6.40
8.18
1.81
0.89
5.00 11.99
4.77
3.11
8.10 10.73
95.16 101.31

20.83
4.22
4.40
2.55
8.84
12.14
5.48
8.81
1.41
5.96
3.44
5.59
83.66

18.98
4.07
1.33
1.89
7.96
14.54
4.96
7.66
1.59
4.48
5.66
6.48
79.59

11.25
4.07
3.40
2.66
5.81
11.77
4.81
5.55
1.26
8.70
1.41
5.81
66.49

17.80
2.22
3.55
3.00
4.55
9.25
2.81
8.07
1.04
5.62
4.03
5.88
67.82

17.46
4.03
2.74
1.52
5.62
13.88
4.96
6.07
1.00
4.07
3.59
7.55
72.48

17.13
4.11
2.66
2.74
4.40
16.21
5.77
4.70
1.11
5.25
2.89
8.29
75.26

229.70
53.02
42.59
31.89
86.43
151.40
61.57
86.21
15.28
78.26
45.47
89.50
971.32

17.09
4.48
4.59
6.77
2.29
11.29
4.33
3.66
5.88
5.99
9.51
0.48

10.99
4.29
3.52
5.62
2.33
7.59
2.85
3.07
4.48
6.73
10.77
1.22

13.06
3.85
3.66
5.37
2.22
8.81
2.52
2.55
3.55
8.40
13.99
0.30

11.66
5.25
3.81
5.37
2.11
12.03
3.00
2.89
6.07
6.48
11.58
1.04

15.06
3.70
3.00
5.11
2.85
9.81
3.00
3.03
4.77
7.84
12.84
2.15

7.33
5.07
4.14
3.40
2.18
8.10
2.70
2.48
3.96
6.29
10.92
1.44

8.92
3.18
2.70
3.33
1.70
7.10
2.63
2.70
3.48
6.25
11.36
1.11

6.73
2.66
2.63
4.14
2.18
4.96
2.22
2.00
3.11
4.37
6.59
0.52

13.73
4.44
3.37
3.77
1.78
8.58
2.78
2.37
3.15
5.22
12.06
0.67

8.40
2.81
3.48
3.70
2.00
7.14
2.11
2.11
3.59
5.29
8.88
0.93

11.36
2.11
2.66
4.00
2.26
12.32
3.00
2.41
3.66
8.14
13.73
0.00

136.68
44.99
41.44
55.43
26.46
107.89
35.30
32.71
50.69
77.18
135.42
10.88

CA SITES
Drovers Way, CHELMSFORD
S. Woodham Ferrers, CHELMSFORD
Mountnessing, BRENTWOOD
Coxtie Green, BRENTWOOD
Saffron Walden, UTTLESFORD
Temple Bank, HARLOW
Mill Lane , EPPING
Waltham Abbey, EPPING
Luxborough Lane, EPPING
Shalford, BRAINTREE
Shrub End, COLCHESTER
West Mersea, COLCHESTER

12.36
3.15
3.89
4.85
2.55
10.18
4.18
3.44
5.00
6.18
13.21
1.04
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4.81
3.26
3.11
8.70
7.70
1.44
3.85
8.73
7.18
7.55
4.81

Martins Farm, TENDRING
Dovercourt, TENDRING
Kirby-le-Soken, TENDRING
Rush Green, TENDRING
Witham, BRAINTREE
Lawford, TENDRING
Burnham, MALDON
Newlands, CASTLE POINT
Maldon, MALDON
Pitsea, BASILDON
Rayleigh, ROCHFORD

4.48
3.00
3.44
8.81
6.51
2.63
2.29
8.29
6.03
4.26
4.74

4.07
4.48
3.92
8.47
9.10
2.33
2.59
11.06
5.14
5.44
5.07

4.51
3.37
3.18
7.62
5.03
2.26
3.63
9.51
7.66
3.26
4.37

4.29
4.44
6.92
11.21
6.33
2.70
2.26
8.73
5.44
4.48
5.37

5.44
3.37
4.00
8.18
8.92
1.55
2.81
9.88
4.51
5.22
6.22

2.92
3.07
2.85
6.44
4.44
2.74
3.66
7.62
7.47
3.59
4.85

3.63
3.89
3.74
8.33
5.55
3.40
2.55
7.03
4.48
4.48
4.63

2.37
2.07
1.78
5.51
4.88
0.74
2.48
4.66
5.18
3.22
1.81

2.96
3.44
3.26
7.33
7.10
1.96
2.70
9.92
5.55
5.92
4.33

6.25
4.37
3.29
7.33
6.96
1.22
1.67
10.47
2.70
4.88
5.33

49.25
41.88
42.07
94.28
77.44
33.08
101.86
66.42
55.46
54.95

Total Civic Amenity

0

0

0

0 137.49 117.92 129.94 125.65 135.31 130.09 107.67 106.15

Grand Total

0

0

0

0 218.89 195.58 213.79 212.31 230.47 231.40 191.33 185.74 143.30 184.19 167.20 195.36 2369.56
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76.81 116.37

3.52
3.15
2.59
6.36
4.92
3.52
2.59
5.96
5.07
3.18
3.44

94.72 120.10 1371.74
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Appendix 7
Table X Summary data for HWRCs operated by Essex County Council, Southend on
Sea Borough Council and Thurrock Council 2003/04

The total figure 14, 896 consists mostly of WEEE, majority is large appliances
The total figure 1730 is mostly WEEE.
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Appendix 8
Mean (and range) percentage of Large WEEE and other WEEE falling into each
category of reusability/recyclability
Large
WEEE
Mean

Other
WEEE
Range

Mean

Range

Method 1
A

Reusable on visible
inspection

30%

18-45%

36%

24-58%

Needs repair (major or
minor) i.e item is
damaged/missing parts

15%

10-18%

15%

6-23%

C

Item can be recycled

53%

39-65%

27%

10-38%

D

Disposal

2%

0-6%

23%

1-59%

Reusable on visual
inspection

51%

24-100%

66%

37-100%

Needs repair (major or
minor) i.e item is
damaged/missing parts

50%

0-76%

35%

0-63%

Recycle Yes

Item can be recycled

82%

22-100%

42%

0-80%

Recycle No

Disposal

18%

0-78%

59%

20-100%

B

Method 2
Reuse 1
Reuse 2

Source: LCRN Unpublished Report 2006
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Appendix 9- Risk Analysis of Option of 3

DESCRIPTION OF RISK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

Funding to expand each site might not be
achieved
Funding might not be timely
Premises costs for setting up of the ARCs
might exceed plan
Setting up costs might exceed plan
Planning permission to expand or locate a
new site might not be granted
Waste licences might not be granted
Site constraints for the three identified
projects might limit scope to expand into
efficient sized ARCS
Existing contractual (e.g. council current
bulky waste collections) agreements might
be obstacles to accessing WEEE
The ARC operators do not reach
agreement or win contracts to access
materials from CA sites or bulky waste
collections
The collection capability for the three sites
might not cope
Waste volumes might be too low
Waste volumes might be too high
WEEE Suppliers contributions might be
delayed
Sales volumes may not be realised
Price inflation e.g. fuel
Reuse targets not included in the WEEE
Regulations
One or more of the three projects identified
unable/unwilling to expand into ARCs
The ARCs fail to obtain contracts or
partners with local major retailers and
distributes for supply of WEEE

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE
(H, M, L)

POTENTIAL
IMPACT
(H, M, L)

RANK

M

H

3

Reapply where possible

M
L

M
L

M

L

M

H

4

Apply to multiple sources
Review plan regularly and adjust as
necessary
Review plan regularly and adjust as
necessary
Prepare thoroughly before applying

L
H

H
H

M

M

M

H

6

M

H

7

M
M
H

M
H
L

L
H
M

M
L
H

L

H

M

H

1

MITIGATION
MEASURES

Prepare thoroughly before applying
Adjust plan as necessary and where
needed look for a new site
Amend plan to compensate

Adjust plan and look for other sources
i.e. B2B waste, schools, universities
etc

Use existing Local Authority resource
and limit WEEE sources
Plan early to win contracts for supply
8
Use existing Local Authority resource
Pursue WEEE prospects vigorously
especially with Local Authorities
More marketing, more outlets
Review plan and adjust as necessary
2
Amend plan to compensate, may
need to expand into other material
types such as furniture
Expand were it is possible and look
62 for other opportunities
5
Early and continuous liaison with
retailers and distributors
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